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PREFACE 

In Seutember 1975, Heritage Canada, on the 

recommendation of the Manitoba Historical Society, 

approved the commission of a study to determine 

the feasibility of recycling structures in the 

historic core of Hinnipeg. The study viaS 

intended to complement the City Planning 

Department's "Historic Hinnipeg Preservation 

Study". Together, the tvo reports describe the 

architectural and historical value of the 

buildings and the area, the possibility of 

recycling the area's heritage structures, the 

many uses to vhich the buildings might be put, 

and the legal means of creating and protecting 

a conservation area. 

Hi th the active participation of the private 

business sector and government, prospects for 

a conservation area in this cohesive and 

architecturally important area of Hinnipeg are 

encouraging. 

R. A. J. Phillips 
Executive Director 
of Heritage Canada. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In September 1975 the Board of Governors of 

Heritage Canada approved a study of Winnipeg's 

commercial core area as a potential conservation 

area. Three main questions had to be answered 
l 

before a Conservation Area Programme- could be 

seriously developed. First, what was the 

economic viability of the area in terms of the 

potential of renovated buildings to be profit

making at prevailing market rates? Second, ,-That 

did the area contain in buildings of historical 

and architectural value, and what should the 

boundaries of the conservation area be, taking 

into account physical and socio-economic facts? 

Third, ,-That legislation is required to maintain 

the necessary protection of, and incentive for, 

heritage conservation? 

This report attempts to answer these three 

questions. The issue of economic viability had 

been considered in two recent reports, one 

prepared by the City of Winnipeg Environmental 

Planning Department in 19742, and the other, a 

report prepared by a Winnipeg planning firm for 

the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation 

(CMHC) in 19753. The former considers primarily 

vi 

the adaptation of buildings in the area north 

and west of Portage and Main Streets centred on 

Albert Street to office and commercial use. The 

latter study considered the feasibility of 

adaptation of warehouses of the area to residential 

use. This report accepts the conclusions of the 

Planning Department study that the area is 

primarily useful as a revitalized commercial 

district. It may well be thc~,t an innovative 

method of adaptive use for residence will be found 

through the CW{C. The central purpose of the 

economic feasibility section as part of this 

report, hOl-Tever, is to show hmT three different 

building types can be adapted to office and 

commercial use. The three types chosen are 

representative of many similar buildings found 

throughout the study area. 

The first is a tall steel frame office 

structure, the second a warehouse block, and the 

third a rmT type commercial building of four 

storeys. \lliile there are other types of buildings 

in the area that might "\-Tell have been studied, 

such as banks, hotels, or variants of warehouses, 

the three types chosen provide the backbone and 

essential fabric of the area. The other building 

types are either too few to justify the study, are 

useful as they currently stand, or are likely to 



have their owners provide a study of their 

adaptive use. The disadvantage of studying 

individual cases and attempting to make 

generalizations from these cases is an inherent 

limitation. It is hoped that both the methods 

of the feasibility studies and the general 

conclusions about the critical issues in 

adaptive use will prove helpful to other owners. 

Examination of the history of the study 

area has ShOlID its grm-rth to be intimately 

associated with the major persons and events from 

the decade before the founding of the city in 

1874 until the Great War. The quality and rich 

variety of the buildings is evident in many 

streets of the area. A key problem was to 

consider reasonable limits to "rhat could be a 

phJsically manageable and economically support

able conservation area. The Historic Winnipeg 

Restoration Study defined a compact area 

extending between Main Street and King Street 

from lVilliam Avenue on the north to Notre Dame 

Avenue on the southwest. vibile this area "lms 

likely physically and economically manageable, 

it excluded many buildings of equal quality and 

potential for enhanced usefulness. Princess 

Street extending from the area tm-rards the north, 

and Bannatyne and McDermot Streets to the east 

of Main Street, had particular potential for 

revitalization. This study suggests ho"r these 

areas can be part of a comprehensive area 

conservation proposal. 

At present the architectural heritage of 

\~innipeg' s historic core is largely unprotected 

from demolition or unsympathetic modernization. 

Recent provincial enabling legislation in the 

form of amendments to the City of Winnipeg Act 

(~ill 50 of June 1975, sec. 115, and 483) aids 

the conservation of historic buildings by 

establishine; the right of the city to make a list 

of heritage sites. Buildings on the list could 

not be demoli2hed or drastically altered without 

approval of City Council and grants could be made 

by city or province toward conservation of these 
I 

sites. These SUbstantial protections have not 

been implemented, and by themselves, "lwuld not 

provide proper protections for a cons2rvation 

area to retain its special character. The third 

part of this report outlines the legal means and 

administrative mechanisms that could implement 

an effective conservation programme for Hinnipeg's 

historic warehouse district. 

1. Draft document of 17 December 1974!J Heritage 
Canada!) Ott()JJa. 
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2. Historic ~linnipeg Restoration Stuiiy-, 01innipeg., 
Noverriher 1974. 

3. Study prepared by Damas and Smith., architects 
and planning consultants., Winnipeg., Summer 
1975. 
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THE RISE OF WINNIPEG'S COMMERCIAL DISTRICT 

The focus of life of the early settlement of 

Red River was Upper Fort Garry located near the 

junction of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers. The 

Selkirk settlers arriving in 1812 found all trade 

run through the Hudson Bay Company. But it was 

not long until a free merchant competition began 

to break the monopoly of the Company. Andrevr 

McDermot \Vas the first in 1823 to set up a trading 

store outside the fort's precincts. This was 

folloved by his son-in-lmr A. G. Bannatyne setting 

up shop after 1848 in the area between Main Street 

(the road to Selkirk) and the Red River and north 

of the present Lombard Avenue. By the time of 

the city's founding in 1874 there vrere more than 

t\Venty private traders vith premises located along 

Main Street and a series of streets running to 

landings on the Red River. The development of 

a third commercial centre \Vas already in evidence 

by 1878. A market square fronted by a market 

building, fire hall, and city hall \Vas located 

vest of Main Street at the site of the present 

Civic Centre. During the period up to 1905 this 

square Sal, the erection of a number of three and 

four storey commercial blocks on Princess Street. 
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These include handsome examples of brick-walled 

structures given details with stone, wood, and 

ornamental metal such as the Bawlf Block, Benson 

Block and Grain Exchange, and the Harris Son and 

Company Building. 

The coming of the railroads both enhanced 

and redirected the grmrth of the area north of 

Portage and Main. Previous to the lines of steel, 

major commercial traffic reached "GTinnipeg by boat 

or ship. Steamers reached T,Tinnipeg \Vi th their 

cargos from eastern Canada from the early 1860's. 

But navigational difficulties prevented them from 

reaching Winnipeg except during a few months of 

ideal high \Vater. A rail line to St. Paul, 

Minnesota vTaS completed by 1877 and the C. P. R. 

reached the city in 1881. By 1890 tvelve railway 

lines focussed on Winnipeg. The prospect of 

Winnipeg becoming the I1Chicago of the Prairies" 

ballooned the population and the land value. 

The records indicate a grovrth from four thousand 

in 1874 to almost t\Venty-five thousand in 1882. 

Assessed value of land and buildings rose from 

4.5 million dollars in 1880 to about twenty million 

in 1882. While this boom vas followed by a 

disastrous bust of 1883-5, the future of the city 

as a major \·rholesaling centre vTaS secure. A major 

feature of securing status as a trans-shipping 



depot was the concession granted the Winnipeg 

Board of Trade in 1886 and 1890. The C.P.R. 

granted a discount of fifteen per cent on goods 

shipped to Winnipeg from the East and on goods 

shipped west from Winnipeg. Because of the 

advantages of location and these discounts, and 

through the efforts of a number of industrious 

entrepreneurs, several sorts of businesses set 

up wholesale distribution buildings in the area 

both adjacent to the market sQuare area and east 

of Main Street. These included the Whitla Block, 

Gault Block, and Merchants Block on the west,and 

the Bain Block, Marshall-Wells Building, Crane 

Building and the famous J. H. Ashdown Warehouse 

on the east of Main Street. 

Two sorts of businesses were important to 

the development of this warehouse and commercial 

district in the period 1882-1900. First ,there 

were the implement manufacturers. Several of these 

built structures along Princess Street. These 

include A. Harris Son and Company, the Massey 

Company, the Cockshutt Plow Company, and the 

Fairchild Company (all with blocks named after 

them). Second and more important for Winnipeg 

as a centre for Iwrld trade, "Jere the grain 

trading companies. The Lake of the Woods Milling 

Company Building on McDermot Avenue is one of tJ1e 

best of these office buildings. To the north 

of the warehouse district Ogilvie Flour Mills 

became known vorld vide. The Grain Exchange 

Buildings, the older of vhich are on Princess 

Street, and the never on Lombard Avenue, 

provided the commodity trading centre. 

Attendant to the development of this trading 

function "TaS a developing financial function. 

A number of nev bank buildings along Main Street 

built at the turn of the century indicated that 

Hinnipeg vas a rival to Hamilton and Minneapolis 

in the Quality of its prestige architecture. 

The Winnipeg based Merchants Bank and Home Bank 

are long gone, but their successors the Canadian 

Imperial Bank of Commerce and the Union Bank 

Building remain. The Great West Life Assurance 

Company erected a magnificent office building 

on Lombard Avenue at the turn of the century. 

The period from 1900 to the end of the first "Tar 

sav additional steel frame office structures rise 

to the unprecedented heights of ten and eleven 

storeys. The dream of Winnipeg rivalling Chicago 

vas nearly realized architecturally in these 

handsomely enriched skyscrapers. Fine represen

tatives are the Confederation Life Building, 

Electric Railvay Chambers, and the Hamilton 

Building. 

3 



A town becomes a city when it develops a set 

of public institutions to provide regulation and 

amenity for its residents. Winnipeg achieved 

this goal in the 1880's and 1890's. Early 

representatives of the public voice are the 

Telegram Building on Albert Street and the Police 

Court and Jail on James Avenue. A major building 

to serve a favourite love of the city's residents, 

the theatre, was the Pantages (now the Playhouse) 

Theatre on Market Street. The rather prosaic 

functions of communications and transportation 

were served by buildings that ,'Tere surprisingly 

rich and even picturesque. There is the Maws 

Garage (now the Old Spaghetti Factory) on 

Bannatyne Avenue, the Hydro Substation No.1 on 

King Street, and the Provincial Telephone Building 

on Hargrave Street. 

A shift away from the Albert Street precinct 

was evident with the construction of the new Grain 

Exchange on Lombard Avenue in 1906 and the 

T. Eaton Company Store on Portage Avenue built in 

1905. After 1918 most commercial construction 

occurred along Portage Avenue and parallel streets 

to the south. During the Great Depression several 

of the Winnipeg based banks failed. The Hamilton 

Bank and Home Bank failed in 1923 and merged with 

the Bank of Commerce. The Union Bank gave up in 
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favour of the Royal Bank in 1925. Very little 

new construction of sUbstantial proportions 

occurred in the warehouse district bounded by 

Notre Dame on the south and Rupert Avenue on 

the north, Princess on the west and the Red 

River on the east during the period from 1918 

to the early 1960's. 

Note: Buildings included for architectural and 

historical descriptions IJere chosen on three 

factors: size and importance in the urban fabric~ 

potential historical value due to age and location> 

and architectural quality readily apparent to a 

trained observer. 
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86 Adelaide St. FHINIE AND MURRAY BLOCK 
This wholesale house was built in 1912 by 
G.W. Northcote, architect, for David N. Finnie and 
George C. l'1urray, clothiers. It is one of the first 
garment ~~nufacturies in the area. 

70 Albert St. TELEGRAM BUILDING 
Built originally as a dry goods Harehouse for 
R.J. Whitla in 1884, it was taken over for the offices 
of the Telegram ne~vspaper in 1899. Whitla moved to 
ne,v premises one block ·west on the corner of Arthur 
and McDermot. The Telegram occupied the building 
until 1920. Since that time it has been occupied by 
a variety of co~~ercial tenants.+ 

148-50 Alexander Ave. GEORGE D. WOOLS & CO. 
This warehouse was built in 1882-4 (possibly by 
J. Greenfield, architect), and saw additions in 
1906 and 1913. Built for James Robertson and Com
pany of l'1ontreal, it served as the 1rJoods Bag Company 
and then the Smart Bag Company. These companies 
were the cornerstone of the container industry in 
h'innipeg. 

The five story brick \varehouse has an internal 
structure of wood mill construction. The severe 
rectangular prism presents an exterior articulated 
in a manner apparently based on the Chicago School 
followers of Louis Sullivan. It is soundly built, 
and features simple brick and stone ornamental 
details. 

This four storey brick structure is a good example 
of Victorian eclecticism. The construction has 
internal columns of cast iron, and beams of wood, 
while the exterior brick wall shows a public face 
.,;vith a variety of architectural styles evident in 
the details. It is especially fortunate that this 
picturesque structure occurs where it does to give 
notable scale and focus to the key intersection of 
the area at Albert and McDermot. 

The 1884 building is a three storey brick structure 
vlith internal floor construction of wood. The four 
bay facade facing Alexander St. is finely propor
tioned and features round-headed VlindoVls and pressed 
metal cornices. As an ensembie, the original 
building and its two additions present an important 
example of the growth of an industry. 

9 



70 Arthur St. "lffiITLA BLOCK 
This warehouse was the third built by the R.J. ~~itla 
firm in the vicinity of ~illin and Arthur. The first 
was on Jliain Street in 1878, the second on McDermot 
(see 70 Albert St., Telegram Building) in 1882-4, and 
the Arthur Street building was completed in 1899. 
The architect was J.H. Cadham who made an addition 
of major proportions in 1906. A major addition of 
1911 was made by J.B.C. Russell. It is a most sub-
stantial building by a major dry goods ~.;rholesaler. 
In addition, 1;\1hitla ,.;ras a major ClVlC and social 
leader until his death in 1905.+ 

92-104 Arthur S t. GALTL T BLOCK 
This massive building was built in two major sec
tions. The first was completed in 1900; a six 
storey addition to the south of 1906 also savJ the 
adding of two storeys to the original four storey 
building. The architect was J.E. Cadham, Gault 
Brothers had the building constructed as the 
Winnipeg base for their Hontreal based dry goods 
trade. The managing director of the lilinnipeg 
branch, Henry M. Belcher was a prominent business
man and president of the Eoard of Trade in 1908-
1909. + 
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This is a giant of a building, 185' long by 
100Y and about 75' tall, The original five storey 
block \-lith the addition of two storeys in 1906 is 
constructed in yellow-ochre brick with limestone 
lintels. The interior is of mill construction in 
wood with the southeast section using cast iron 
columns, The style of the exterior is Richardson
ian Romanesque, Its construction is sound and 
its architectural quality good. 

The building is by the same architect as designed 
the Whitla Block and is quite similar in style 
to that building. Its six-and-one-half-storey 
exterior of brick features a first storey and 
basement faced with rusticated limestone. It is 
handsome and well constructed and occupies one of 
the most important urban sites in the area. It 
terminates the eastern leg of Bannatyne Ave, and 
faces an open space to the north leading to the 
Civic Centre. 



115-119 Bannatyne Ave. BAIN BLOCK 
The building at 115 Eannatyne was built iL 1899 for 
E. Nicholson, ,,,ho went into partnership with Donald 
H. Bain in 1905. They operated a v;rholesale grocery 
business that prospered so that by 1920 they took 
over the five storey building to the 'ilest. 
119 Bannatyne had been built in 1900 by J.J. McDiarmid 
for George A. Nerrick and T.A. Anderson, dealers in 
stoves and tinware. This is one of the most import
ant early works by the McDiarmid firm. + 

123 Bannatyne Ave. NARSHALL-HELLS BUILDING 
This ,varehouse -.;"as built in 1900 by J.J. HcDiarmid 
for the Harshall-t-!ells Company, hard,vare merchants. 
By 1905 however the firm had outgrmm its building 
and moved to a ne'il building (see 136 Market St. 
Marshall-Wells Euilding). Later tenants included as 
many as nine occupying it at one time (in 1918). 

157-67 Bannatyne Ave. J.R. ASHDmm t-!AREROUSE 
t-Jhen J.B. Ashdown had the first portion of this 
massive warehouse built in 1895 he ,'!as at the mid
point of his illustrious career. He had three 
earlier hardware shops since coming to Winnipeg in 
1868. The building grew v7ith the business and had 
three major additions between 1904 and 1911. Those 
of 1904 and 1906 were by the prominent architect 
J.R.G. Russell. Intimately associated with this 
building is one of the major benchmarks in the history 
of western business, the "Ashdoun's special" of 1900. 
This was a full trainload of goods meant for Ashdmvn' s 
western Canadian operations (there ,qere branches in 
Calgary and Saskatoon).+ 

Both buildings are constructed in brick with 
Romanesques style facades featured by limestone 
lintel and arch details. The three storey block 
to the east (115) has the more architecturally 
interesting facade. Present condition of both 
buildings is fair/poor as they have been vacant 
for six years. 

The building is a well-built four storey warehouse 
of vaguely Romanesque style. Its facade has round
arched windovi heads and limestone stone lintels 
and keystones. It is of moderate architectural 
quality. 

This giant among giants extends 207' along 
Bannatyne Ave. and is 140' along Rorie Street. It 
is about 70' high. The construction is exterior 
brick bearing v!all with an internal structure of 
heavy timber frame. The eastern portion is a very 
austere, unornamented version of Chicago School 
Romanesque. The later additions to the west along 
Bannatyne (numbers 171-179) have decorative brick 
and limestone details. This very well constructed 
building is a major urban landmark of the area east 
of Nain Street. 

11 



291 Bannatyne Ave. l'JAVl MID COHPAN"Y GARAGE 
When the Joseph Maw and Company decided to build a 
large garage for an automobile shm'lroom in 1906 it 
attached itself to the Sanford Building of 1890. 
The earlier edifice ,\las by Charles \·]heeler for an 
important clothier. The architect for the garage 
was W.H. Stone. The building is important in being 
the earliest automotive centre of the city by a most 
prominent devotee of the motor car, Joseph Maw. + 

474 Hargrave St. HANITOBA TELEPHONES BLDG. 
The making of the telephone system into a public 
utility by the province of l1anitoba occurred in 
Jan. 1908. It took the existing private systems 
under its ow~ership and thus set a precedent for 
North America. The building on Hargrave Street 
was the head office of this utility from its com
pletion in 1909 until 1952 ",hen it ,vas sold to a 
garment manufacturer. The architect of the building 
was the provincial architect. Samuel Hooper. 

223 James Ave. POLICE COURT AND JAIL 
This substantial building was built in 1883 by the 
City of Winnipeg for use as a police station. court. 
and jail to replace the Main Street jail built ten 
years earlier. The building was designed by Barber 
and Barber, architects, as the result of winning a 
competition. IVhen a new jail was built in 1907 on 
Rupert Ave., the James Street facility was altered 
by J.D. Atchison to become office space. The t,vo 
storey addition to the north was made in 1910. 
Because it represents the lone survivor of the first 
civic architecture of Winnipeg (now that the same 
architect's city hall of 1886 is demolished) this 
building is of high historic value. 
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This unusual building is a strange hybrid. The 
Sanford building facing on Princess and Bannatyne 
vJaS originally three storeys. 1\vo storeys were 
removed after it became the Hm.; and Company Garage. 
The Garage itself was said to have been the largest 
automobile floor on the continent at the time of 
its construction and had its show windows facing on 
King Street. It was and is a unique building in 
Winnipeg. 

The building is treated as a palazzo of Italian 
Renaissance massing but with early English Georgian 
details. Emphasis has been placed on the principal 
entries on Hargrave and HcDermot with each having a 
distinctive neoclassical enframement. The first 
floor interior is heavily enriched with sculptured 
stone and plasterwork upon a structure of reinforced 
concrete. The building is in near vintage condition 
and is one of the best examples of architecture of 
the period. It is a very important landmark as the 
western edge of the warehouse area. 

The original building completed in 1884 has been 
altered in its roof form and the loss of a tower 
storey of the James Ave. facade. It still retains 
in its exterior brick walls the character seen in 
a fine 1884 view of the neo-Renaissance palazzo. 
The building provides an important complement to 
the commercial work of Barber and Barber on 
Princess Street nearby and a contrast to the new 
public safety building on william. 



54 King St. HYDRO SUB-STATION NO.1 
This public utility was built in 1911 under designs 
by the City of VJinnipeg engineers, Smith, Kerry and 
Chace. A third storey vlaS added in 1915 under plans 
by J. Gunn and Son. A major tvJO storey addition 
40' x 100' was made in 1927. Its historic importance 
lies in it being an important representative of the 
work of city engineers during the period 1910-27.+ 

66 King St. Jv'.tALTESE CROSS BUILDING 
The name "Haltese Cross" derives from the brand name 
of a line of rubber goods produced by the Gutta Percha 
and Rubber Company of Toronto. The firm first set 
up offices in VJinnipeg in 1882 and had this fireproof 
building designed by J.D. Atchison in 1909. Its 
historical significance lies in its being one of the 
earliest "fireproof" reinforced concrete structures 
for a major warehouse and office building. 

The original schema called for a tripartite build
ing of t,vo storeys, with the large Romanesque 
Revival arches of the upper fenestration contrast
ing with the rigid treatment of the ground storey, 
more influenced by classical motifs. VJben addit
ional offices were required, in 1915, the central 
section received a third storey; the latter boasts 
a high parapet with a curved central motif designed, 
no doubt, to match the fenestration. The resulting 
effect is singularly akin to that of an early 
Christian basilica.* 

The "fireproof" features of a fully masonry and 
concrete building were acclaimed at the time of 
its construction. The reinforced concrete beam 
and slab floor system on regularly spaced columns 
is expressed by the masonry finishing of the t,vo 
principal facades on McDermot and King. The style 
is derivative of the Chicago work of the 1890's 
but provided with neo-Classical details. It is 
one of the best built commercial office buildings 
of the period and of one by ldinnipeg' s most promi
nent turn of the century architects. 

13 



228-38 King St. ROBERT BLOCK 
Called the Coronation Block for much of its histor~ 
this two storey brick veneered commercial building 
was built for John Higgins in 1883 and called the 
Robert Block (likely after the name of one of Higgins 
relatives). It had a sister building at the north
east corner of Alexander and King called the Catherine 
Block, both likely built by Victor Stewart who had 
also designed the Higgins Block at Main and Logan. 
It is historically significant as it housed the 
civic offices from 1883 until the completion of 
the city hall in 1886. 

93 Lombard Ave. CRANE BUILDING 
This structure was built in 1906 with a major 
addition in 1911. The architect for both construc-
tions was J.H.G. Russell. The building served as 
a warehouse and office for Crane, Ordway and Company, 
one of the largest plumbing and steam fitter firms 
in the USA with head office in Chicago. + 

167 Lombard Ave. GRAIN EXCHAtTGE BUILDING 
What now is a ten storey building was originally seven 
storeys and ran only 13 bays along Rorie Street. 
The first building of 1906 was by Darling and Pearson, 
architects) and the additions of 1913 and 1916 by 
Jordan and Over. The function housed is one of the 
most important in the growth of the city of Winnipeg 
as a centre of the grain trade. It is the third 
building to house the exchange; the first being the 
Bawlf Block, the second the Exchange Building (see 
156-62 Princess and 164-66 Princess).+ 
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The two blocks at the northeast and north,-lest 
corners of King at Alexander are one of the most 
interesting examples of urban architecture from 
the early 1880's. Although much altered, the 
Robert Block still retains the original shape 
and some of the details of that first decade of 
substantial brick buildings. 

This building is remotely linked to the Richard
sonian warehouse style in its use of rock-faced 
masonry at the basement level and the series of 
segmental-arched windows, but largely it is 
utili tarian. 'l~ 

This was one of the largest buildings in Winnipeg 
in the period before the First World War and is 
still impressive in scale. Its three storey entry 
portal and balcony on Lombard Ave. are fitting in 
scale to both the exterior bulk and the huge 50' x 
160' trading room on the sixth floor. The con
struction is steel frame but this is hidden by an 
exterior treatment as an overgrown Renaissance 
palazzo. The quality of construction and architec
tural detailing that remains is superio~ and the 
building will be servicable for some time. 



177 Lombard Ave. GREAT ~~ST LIFE BUILDING. 
What is now one of Canada's largest insurance 
companies began in Winnipeg in 1892. By 1912, 
when it occupied the Lombard AVe. building,its 
offices required two full floors of the four 
storeys. By the 1920's it had the full building 
and asked the same architect, J.D. Atchison,to 
provide a three storey addition in 1923. By 1955 
it had outgrown its premises and moved to its cur
rent building on Osborne Street in 1959.+ 

389 Main Street CANADIAN BANK OF COJ:.fMERCE 
This building acted as head banking office for 
the Bank of Commerce from the time of its com
pletion in 1912 until 1969. It was designed by 
Darling and Pearson of Toronto and built by 
Peter Lyall, contractor, of Montreal.+ 

This structure was designed according to a Beaux
Arts formula already in favour for prestige banking 
headquarters. The original four storey building 
had an elegant rusticated ground storey topped by 
two principal storeys that was given special 
emphasis by an imposing colonnade and a classical 
establature. The addition of four more storeys in 
1923 did not harmonize well "\vith the lower portion.* 

The advertising claim at the time of its construc
tion that it was Ilone of the most magnificent 
banking halls in North America" is not an idle 
boast. The construction is based on a steel frame 
structure supporting the seven reinforced concrete 
floors, but this armature is covered by magnificent 
stone facings. The interior has Italian marble, 
the exterior facade is of Stanstead granite. The 
style of both interior and out is Imperial Roman. 
Its big scale and rectangularity are softened by 
rich materials and linear decorative bands. This 
bank is one of the finest works by this most 
important Canadian architectural firm. 
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395 Main St. HANILTON BUILDING 
The first branch of the Bank of Hamilton vlaS estab
lished in Winnipeg in 1896 with premises at 387 Main 
Street. After one move the bank had J.D.Atchison 
design a nine storey building for customer service 
and office functions in 1916. Completed in 1918 the 
building passed into the hands of the Bank of 
Commerce after the Bank of Hamilton merged with 
that bank in 1923. TvJO prominent long term tenants 
of the building were the United Grain Growers and 
the legal firm of Pitblado, Hoskins, et al. 

416 }min St. MCINTYRE BLOCK 
Alexander McIntyre, prominent businessman, immi-' 
grant to Winnipeg in l874,had this large block 
built in 1898 (perhaps by J.H. eadham). It was 
Cadham who added two storeys to the original five 
in 1906. As it vlas the first building in Winnipeg 
to be devoted largely to office space,it housed 
many of the most prominent professional men of 
Winnipeg's first fifty years.+ 

457 Main St. CONFEDEP~TION LIFE BUILDING 
This ten storey office structure was built for 
the Confederation Life .Insurance Company in 
1912 to the design of J. Wilson Gray.+ 
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This ten storey office tower is the last of a breed. 
Its steel frame skeleton is covered by a stone 
cladding thus making the building into an overgrown 
Italian Renaissance palace. It is the last major 
office tower done in the grand style of the Edwardian 
era. It is well constructed and fit with beautiful 
materials and has a special richness and elegance 
of detail. It occupies an important corner site 
at Main and HcDermot. 

This seven storey masonry bearing wall structure has 
one of the finest stone facades in the West. It is 
a very sophisticated building for its period both 
in its facade composition and its mechanical systems 
(its lift,and steam heating). It has a very promi
nent urban site of 180 feet along the west side of 
Main Street and contrasts nicely ,-lith the newer 
office buildings on the other side of the street 
(Richardson Building, Hamilton Building). 

This building is constructed with a steel frame with 
floors of concrete surfaced in part with terazzo. 
Its style is one of post-Chicago School emphasis on 
verticality and an opposite concern with detailing 
the building as a Renaissance palace. It has a 
most prominent urban site at the bend in Hain Street 
just south of the Civic Centre. Together ,\lith the 
Union Bank Building opposite, the Confederation Life 
Building forms a gateway pylon to the city. 



504 Main St. UNION BANK BUILDING 
The building was constructed as the western head 
office of the Union Bank in 1904 by the architects 
Darling and Pearson. The bank had been established 
in 1865 and until 1912 had its head office in Quebec 
City. At that time Winnipeg became the head office 
and remained so until the bank was absorbed by the 
Royal Bank in 1925. + 

113 Market Ave. GREAT WEST SADDLERY 
This large structure was erected for Elisha Fredrick 
Hutchings (1855-1924), the founder of the Great ~vest 
Saddlery Company, a controversial figure for several 
decades in Winnipeg. He had his first warehouse
factory built in 1898 and in the ensuing decade 
spread branches across western Canada. The building 
on Market Avenue was erected by architect William 
Wallis Blair in 1910. The building and Hutchings 
were made famous by the labour dispute of 1911 in 
which the Winnipeg Hinisterial Association condemned 
the working conditions and the labour contract under 
which workers laboured. This dispute was the beginn
ing skirmish preceeding the 1911 General Strike. 

The Union Bank has several architectural dis
tinctions. It was the first steel framed build
ing constructed in Winnipeg, and likely the first 
steel framed skyscraper in the West. It marked 
the beginning of a number of major works by Darling 
and Pearson in the city. Its facades are rather 
conservative but have some fine stone detailing 
(as did the original banking hall). It is located 
on a very prominent urban site just south of the 
Civic Centre at the corner of Main and William. 

This six storey warehouse-factory is of brick and 
stone exterior ,-;all with an internal structure of 
reinforced concrete frame. Its appearance is 
highly austere and without ornament accept for the 
main entrance enframement. The building is very 
well constructed and is a good example of turn of 
the century manufacturing premises. 
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136 Harket Ave. MARSHALL--HELLS BUILDING 
Built in two sections along Harket Avenue, the first 
in 1906, and the addition in 1912, the structure was 
designed by architects Hooper and Halker. Marshall
Hells had moved from Bannatyne Avenue (see 123 
Bannatyne Ave. Harshall-\ljells Building) and remained 
in the structure until 1956. That these hardware 
merchants remained at the Harket Street building for 
fifty years indicates both the servicability of the 
building and its good location (the spur rail line 
alongside and two vlide streets near major COfilIner-
cial retailers). 

145 EcDermot. nnAt-:D REVENUE BUILDING 
Built to house the Inland Revenue Branch of the 
Dominion Government in 1909 under the direction of 
David Ewart, the building replaced the function of 
the original Customs House on ]V1ain Street built in 
1874. It \Vas built by J.J. McDiarmid Company. 

171 HcDermot Ave. DAvJSON RICHARDSON BLDG. 
Dawson Richardson, a Hinnipeg grain broker founded 
a ne\Vs publication for the grain trade in 1920. One 
year later architect Charles S. Bridgeman designed 
a building for Richardson v s purpose. The firIT. pub
lished the Grain Trade :Ne,-7s, Hestern Gardener, 
Beekeeper and Poultry Hagazine, and Husical Life and 
Arts Hagazine. Associated vlith the firm Has \';illiaDl 
Sanford Evans who ,'7as editor of the Vinnipeg Te1e
gran;, mayor, and H.L.A. In 1971 the building was 
renovated to become the Lock Stock and Barrel 
Restaurant. 
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This eight 
in volume, 
and mass. 
of timber 
The first 

storey building, almost a perfect cube 
is imposing by mectns of its sheer size 
Its internal structure is a combination 

posts and beams and cast iron supports. 
floor features cast iron Corinthian 

capitals. The exterior has very simple brick piers 
with horizontal bands at top and botton; and the 
first floor has rusticated stonec:ork. 

This building is unusual for Hinnipeb in 1909 
because it is constructed in a neo-Palladian style 
and has all four facades finished for public view. 
It was evidently r,leant to be seen in splenc1id iso
lation, but later buildings have cro\Vded toward it. 
The building is f'-lore than sucstantial running 220 
feet along Rorie and witb a c1eptL of 80 feet along 
McDermot. It is constructed of brick with details 
in stone and an internal structure of reinforced 
concrete frame. 

This t\vo storey building forDls part of a rov: of 
walk-up brick structures along the north side of 
McDermot. Its architecture is quite modest and 
utilitarian in design with no particular style of 
detailing. It is a good example of "background I, 

architecture that is so important to continuity 
of the urban fabric. 



212 McDermot Ave. LAKE OF THE WOODS BUILDING. 
At the turn of the century, Lake of the Woods Mill
ing Company with headquarters in Montreal vlaS 

Canada's second largest milling firm. The Winnipeg 
branch office was built in 1901 to administer the 
mill, large vlBrehousE. and purchasing departments 
tha t 1>.'ere located here. Soon the company became 
Canada's largest grinding Manitoba wheat exclusively. 
A two storey brick and stone addition vlas made in 
1911 and in 1973 it was renovated internally for 
office use.+ 

214 McDermot Ave. CRITERION HOTEL 
This modest four storey hotel was built to the 
design of architect B.S. Griffiths.+ 

217-25 HcDermot Ave. LYON BLOCK 
William Lyon was one of the earliest merchants in 
Red River~and after his arrival in l859,opened a 
general store with John Higgins as his partner. 
The partnership dissolved in 1869 and in 1881 Lyon 
had a business large enough to be housed in a three 
storey building on Main Street. By 1883 Lyon had 
two partners, Kenneth Hackenzie and Edmund Pow-is, and 
together they had built a new three storey struc
ture at the corner of McDermot and Albert. In 
1905 two storeys \Vere added by architect J .H.G. 
Russell. It served as offices for the prominent 
legal firm of Aikins, Robson, et al until 1940. 

This building, designed in 1901 by J.H.G. Russell, 
drmvs on the Romanesque Revival style for its 
design. In spite of its relatively small size, the 
scale and choice of design elements gives it a 
certain presence. These elements include the large 
round-headed ivindmvs (a mark of the Romanesque), the 
heavy looking string course, and the bracketed 
cornice (of sheet metal). The corner turret form 
and the decorative sandstone dooriVay help to 
enliven the otherwise solid and stable quality of 
the building.?'< 

The hotel is remarkable for its unusual facade. 
This features limestone facings for three storeys 
with a balcony at the second floor. The first floor 
has some of the finest coloured terra-cotta in 
'Vhnnipeg. 

The Lyon Block is a fine example of the conversion 
of a Victorian structure into a building servicable 
to tiVentieth century office needs. It is a well
detailed structure of brick with stone and pressed 
metal details. Considering its age the building is 
in good condition and much of its interior retains 
its character as an Edwardian legal office. It 
provides an important lesson in adaptive use. 
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245 HcDermot Ave. STOVEL BLOCK 
The printing firm of Stovel and Company began in 
1888 witt a small printing plant operated by John 
Stovel in the Spencer Block on Portage Avenue. 
Stovel and his tvm brothers had the block on 
McDermot built in 1893. Seven years later archi
tect Hugh McCowen added two storeys to the build
ing and extended the building to King Street. 
Soon \.Jinnipeg' s first technical trainir:g school 
rented offices here. The building was largely 
gutted by fire in 1916 but the exterior walls 
remained and :L t Has rebuilt. It is historically 
of significance as being the premises of a pion
eering printing firm of Eanitoba having many 
firsts to its credit. 

213 Notre Dame Avli'.. ELECTRIC RAILh'AY CI::il .. HBERS 
Pratt and Ross, architects) of Winnipeg designed 
this office building completed in 1913. It was 
the headquarters of the Company for v!hich it is 
named and v!hich began in 1892 as the Electric Street 
Raihvay Company. Over the next 12 years it acquired 
or amalgamated with the Manitoba Electric and Gas
light Company, Northwest Electric Company, and the 
Winnipeg General P01;,'er Company. The cons truc tion 
cost was nearly $1,000,000. The structure is 
important as one of the best works of a prominent 
Winnipeg architectural firm for one of the premier 
private utilities of the turn of the century.+ 
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The Stovel Block is a brick-1;.;ralled four storey 
building with an internal structure of timber 
post and beam. The exterior has three facades 
(on King, Arthur and NcDermot) all in a vaguely 
Romanesque style. It is especially important as 
an urban corner giving focus and scale to surround
ing streets. 

Tastefully enriched with terra-cotta and granite -
not to mention the string of lightbulbs facing 
each column - this eleven storey office building 
clearly r'O:veals its metal structural frame. The 
design appears to be based on buildings such as 
Louis Sullivan's Bayard Building in New York city. 
The interior is as rich as the exterior, and both 
use Italian Renaissance motifs. The building is 
of the highest architectural quality and occupies 
a very important urban site at the edge of the 
area and faces onto Albert Street. 



44-46 Princess St. RYP~ BLOCK 
Thomas Ryan came to Winnipeg from Perth, Ontario in 
1874 when he began a retail business. In 1883 he 
built the first all stone building in the city and 
the first to have an electric passenger elevator. 
His shoe business expanded and in 1906 W.W. Blair 
and G.W. Northwood designed a seven-and-one-half 
storey brick building for the firm. Thomas Ryan 
was one of the most important early business and 
civic leaders of Winnipeg and was elected mayor 
in 1889. + 

86-88 Princess St. HILLER--HORSE BLOCK 
The wholesale hardware firm of Hiller-Norse & 
Company was formed in 1881 with principles Hyman 
Hiller, Fred W. and F. Morton Horse. In 1887 they 
had George Brm·me design a warehouse for Princess 
Street. Browne added three more bays in 1892 and 
J .A. Girvin added t,vo additional storeys over all 
six bays in 1920. After 1914 Congdon-Harsh, a 
foot,,,ear wholesaler, "Jere sole occupants of the 
building until 1973. 

103 Princess St. G.F. & J. GALT BLOCK 
In 1882 George F. Galt and his cousin John Galt came 
together to Winnipeg. They set up a firm as whole
salers of food stuffs. In 1887 they had Charles H. 
i{heeler design a warehouse at the corner of Princess 
and Bannatyne. By 1904 additional space was needed 
and a fourth storey "laS added to the original three
and-one-half to the design of J.B. Cadham. By 1920 
both GaIts had moved to other premises. The building 
is thus intimately associated with one of the most 
important fanulies of the first decades of Winnipeg's 
history. 

This seven-and-one-half storey brick structure 
has an internal structure of heavy timber post and 
beam. Its three bay facade is made with an arcaded 
base and five storey pilasters supporting an attic 
storey. It is not especially distinguished but is 
one of the few reminders of the work of W.W. Blair. 

The original three storey brick building by George 
Browne is a most interesting design based on 
Italian Renaissance palaces. The two storey addi
tion on top of the original three completely 
changed the scale and balance of the original. 
The building is architecturally important as one 
of the major commercial works of George Browne. 

The building in its form as of 1906 is a good example 
of warehouse design following the work of B.H. 
Richardson. Its internal construction is timber 
post and beam. The exterior illustrates well how 
one architect can successfully add to another's 
vTOrk and finish with a unified design. Although 
badly marred by recent modernizations~the brick 
exterior shmvs a 'Ivonderful harmony in the use of 
round arched openings. It sits on a prominent 
corner site at Princess and Bannatyne and gives an 
important dimension of human scale to both streets. 
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104 Princess St. ClJ.~BELL--h'ILSOK EUILDH';C 
Built in 1903 by architect J.E.G. Russell, this 
brick "!areLouse ";elt; originally 4 storeys ( a 2 
storey addi tion ,vas made in 1912 by the saIlle 
architect). Its first floor was given over to 
loading functions with 3 doors on Princess for carts 
and 3 at tLe rear for raihlaY cars. (it tacks onto 
a CPR spur). The upper floors served as a packing 
house and warehouse for Royal Shields brand tea, 
coffee, spices and dried fruits.+ 

110-20 Princess St. FAIRCLILD BUILDING 
henry S. Wesbrook and Frank A. Fairchild established 
their farm implement businEcss :in Finnipeg in 18;7. 
The FairchUd Company occupied space in tl:e Grain 
Exchange Building on Princess Street lmU 1 a no. 
building 1;.;'as constructed as their "jarehouse in lS07. 
It \\'as designed by lkrbcrt B. RUbL. Soon afterv .. arcl, 
tbe Johr. Deere Con;pan~; I"ade thi::;; 1)uildir.g their bead
quarters and occupicd it until ISS3. 

154 Princess St. A. Hi': . .plns 8m; c, CO. BLOCK 
A. Harris Son & Company of Erantford, Ontario set up 
a Wi~nipeg branch in 1880. In 1882 James Chisholm 
designed a building for the implement cODpany on 
Princess Street. Thereafter the company n:erged ,·:itb 
Has s ey Nanuf ac tur ing Company a nd the builci ing "/as 
leased to ano ther iIT.plemen t maker, Cockshu t t Plow 
Company. They remaineci in tLe building until tLeir 
ovm structure at 238 Princess vlas completed in 1903 
(see 236-8 Princess Street, Cockshutt Plov; Company). 
The building then is fully associated ,,;itl-, three. 
major farm implement manufacturers. 
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This five storey brick ~arehouse is very austere 
in beth its exterior and interior c.esign. The 
interior is of wood post and beam construction; 
the exterior is ornamented with brick palasters, 
horizontal bands and cornice bands. The first 
floor on Princess Street has round-arched openings, 
Fbile all the rest are segmental arched. The 
building is well constructed and its architectural 
distinction comes from its cold simplicity. It 
occupies an irrportant corner site at Princess and 
Bannatyne. 

The building is one of the first ,varehouses in the 
area to move away from th2 brick arch Richardsonian 
style of the Gal t Block or the I;!hi tla Block. The 
main facade differ::;; considerably in its windows from 
th, rear (west) facdde. The rear has large factory 
v:indews completely filling the space bet"~·;een tte 
piers. The facade has a mect more complicated pat
tern of windows with special large show windows on 
the first floor. The doon-lay is enlivened by t';vo 
large terra-cotta panels of Sullivanesque design. 

Thj s three storey bricl: building bas an internal 
structure of ,wad post and beam. Its facade is 
one of the most interesting ornamental compositions 
of the early 1880's. It has a variety of brick and 
pressed metal details of small scale. 



156-62 Princess St. EXCHABGE BUILDING 
This building functioned as Winnipeg's second Grain 
Exchange from the year 1898 until the construction 
of its headquarters on Lombard Avenue (see 167 Lom
bard Avenue, Grain Exchange Building). It vJaS built 
for Nicholas Bmvlf, the builder of lLfS-SO Princess 
Street and one of the founders of the Grain and 
Produce Exchange in 1887. He also v:as builder of 
the first Grain Exchange. Samuel Hooper, the 
architect, erected a very impressive structure for 
one of the most prestigioUs business institutions of 
the city. liJhen the Exchange moved to ne,v premises 
in 1908, the Chamber of Commerce occupied the building 
and remained there until 1943. Because the grain 
trade is fundamental to the development of Winnipeg, 
Bmvlf and his building are kingpins for the city's 
history. 

164-66 Princess St. BAliJLF BLOCK NO.2 
This building ,-ias the first Grain Exchange 1;7hi1e 
that to the south of it was the second. (see 156--
62 Princess St., Exchange Building). Built by 
l'Hcholas Rawlf in 1892, its architect was Charles A. 
Barber. After 1898 the two buildings served together 
for Exchange business. A fourth floor was added to 
the 164-66 Princess St. building in 1902 by archi
tect, Samuel Hooper. 

180-82 Princess St. ~~CGREGOR BLOCK 
In 1892 David MacGregor. a livery stable operator, 
had this block built as a revenue-making enterprise. 
It may have been designed by George Brovme who did 
renovations to it in 1901. The first commercial 
tenant ,vas the Alexander "Sandy" NacDonalc1 Grocery. 
MacDonald at the time had another job being Mayor 
of I'Zinnipeg. 

The simple rectangular patterning of the facade is 
matched by interior of mixed bearing vall and post 
and beam construction. The facade is of stone for 
the first tvo floors and brick above it is given 
special elegance by ornamental bands and sculptural 
features of brick, stone, and metal. Its main 
feature is a pediment over the central two bays. 
There remains some splendid ornament in the third 
floor interior. Architecturally it is one of the 
finest buildings of the period. 

The four storey brick exterior of the building is 
quite devoid of ornament. It features some brick 
decorative bands and stone rondels. Originally the 
interior main hall had an unbroken span of 65' 
supported by large wood trusses. Taken as a whole 
the building is not nearly as architecturally dis
tinguished as its neighbour, the second Exchange, 
yet it is very instructive to see the two side by 
side and remember hOH physically interdependent 
they ,vere. 

This is a t,'-lO storey brick building of modest size 
and simple wood post and beam internal structure. 
Its exterior is a well proportioned frame,vork vlith 
large "Jindo,(ls at the ground floor and triple-arch 
windows at the second level. It is a good example 
of the modes t commercial bt:ildings of 'Ivhich there 
must have been many examples in the l880 1 s and 
90 1 s. It is one of the few of this type remaining 
in good condition. 
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236-8 Princess St. COCKSEUTT PLOW BUILDING 
Late in 1891 a branch of the Brantford,Ontario Cock
shutt Plow Company was established in Winnipeg by 
Frank and Harry Cockshutt. The western general man
ager was Ezra A. :Hott until his appointment to head 
office in 1920. At first located on Princess Street 
(see 154 Princess Street. A. Harris Son S'. Company 
Block), S. Frank Peters designed a building for 
their purpose at 238 Princess in 1902. The same 
architect made a three storey addition on top of 
the original four storeys in 1906. Cockshutt Farm 
Equipment remained in tr~e building until the early 
fifties. 

242-46 Princess St. BATlIGATE BLOCK 
William Bathgate came to Hinnipeg in 1878 and for 
a time was in the retail furniture business. In 
1883 as Hanaging Director of the Hanitoba Electric 
and Gas Light Company he had built the block on 
Princess Street. His architects were Barber and 
Barber and the first tenants V7ere gas company 
office workers. After Bathgate lost control of 
the property in 1888, the chief tenant was the 
Ed'\vin Bromely Company (manufacturers of "everything 
in canvas") from 1891 to 1926. The building is of 
high historic value because it was the first home 
of Bathgate's pioneering energy company. 

298 Ross Ave. TORONTO HIDE COMPANY 
Built in 1892 by Gray Brothers, contractors, this 
small building served as the Winnipeg branch of 
the Toronto Hide Company. It is '\-7ell representa
tive of buildings for small jobbers in the fur or 
leather trades. 
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The lower four storeys are in the Romanesque arch 
style of n:any other vmrehouses of the period 9 

\V'hile the upper three are in the manner of the 
Fairchild Elock (see 110-20 Princess Street, 
Fairchild Block). The internal construction is 
heavy timber post and beams with the exception of 
the main floor vlhere there are cast iron columns 
with Doric capitals. 

This three storey brick block was originally to have 
had a TI2nsard roof. The peculiar curved arches at 
the roof cornice are the remnant of cross-gables 
that might have been. Taken as a whole this nine 
bay facade and tvelve bays along the side street 
present one of the most effective designs in brick 
remaining from the early 1880's. 

This one storey brick building has a facade of 
brick with stone trim. The roof is supported by 
'\woden joists and the building may have been 
designed to accept additional floors. It is a 
good example of small commercial "background ll 

building of the 1880's and 90's. 



311 Ross Ave. PAULIN-Ca~MBERS CO}~ANY 

The Paulin Chambers Company is probably the oldest 
firm still in existance in \Y'innipeg that had its 
beginnings here. It was founded in 1876 as the 
Chambers Biscuit Factory. Chambers merged ,vith H.H. 
Paul ins Excelsior Bakery in 1883 and built the Ross 
Avenue bakery in 1899. There were tviO major addi-
tions; an additional storey in 1904, and a five 
storey building in 1910. These t,vo additions were 
designed by F.R. Evans. 

211 Rupert Ave. MITCHELL BLOCK 
This building served first as a photographic gallery 
and then as a printi.n[ and engravi.ng plant. It "as 
built for J.F. Mitchell in 1896 by architect 
}l.S. Griffiths. It becanie the \-;Tinnipeg Printing and 
Engraving Company (orgcmized by Jvritchel1) and printed 
the Innnipeg Record and the liorth-·Ender journals. 
It is of high historic significance because of its 
association with a pioneer Winnipeg photographer and 
civic leader. N::Ltcl:ell was prominent as a friend of 
the 1aboar movement and as B.n orgc.nizer of the 
106th l.Jinnipeg Light Infc.ntry. 

221 Rupert Ave. SALVATION ARMY CITADEL 
The Salvation Army came to I,;innipe.g in 188![, t,vo 
years after its founding in Canada. By 1900 the or-
ganization was ready to have J. Wilson Gray design 
a building for its special purposes. It served as 
Eanitoba Headquarters until 1960~at Hhich time it 
bEcame a detoxification centre. Its long association 
with a faITous service organization makes it of 1igh 
provincial significance. 

This six storey massive brick structure has internal 
heavy mill construction. Its exterior is archi
tecturally undistinguished. 

This small t'·l0 storey brick-walled building has a 
'Well ornamented facade. Its first floor has 
three bays ,,,ith rusticated stone archs and two 
Ionic columns in stone. The second floor is also 
neo-Classical in style and features ornamental 
brick patterns and stone details. Its character 
is of special architectural quality in comparison 
with similar buildings of the period. 

Stylistically this three storey brick building is 
one of the most interesting in the area. It is 
highly inventive in its pattern of fenestration 
and its use of false brick archs. It is cast in a 
style similar to that of the English work of the 
same period. It is an important landmark facing on 
to Rupert Avenue and King Street. 
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296 William Ave. llASSEY BLOCK 
The }~ssey Company of Upper Canada established its 
Winnipeg branch in 1881. Four years later archi
tect George Browne designed their office building 
which they used with A. Harris Son & Company until 
1944. Thus this building is directly associated 
with tvJO of Canada is largest manufacturers of farm 
machinery during the period of the "great tilling of 
the West" 1880-1912. 

315 William Ave. TEES AND PERSSE BUILDING 
John B. Persse and James Tees, cOITmission brokers, 
had this building constructed by J.H. Cacham as 
a five storey addition to a one storey building 
built in 1905. In 1924 it was the scene of spec
tacular fire fueled by ten carloads of matches anG 
Tuckett's cigars. It was rebuilt and still serves 
today as a cormr:ercial structure via recent renovC',
tions. 

339 v~illiam Ave. LAUZOl;;S BLOCK 
Jean Baptiste Lauzons Jesigned his ovm builJir:g 
as a butcher shop in 1905. There were suites on 
the upper two floors reached by a separate entrance. 
Lauzons was a prominent small businessman active in 
the Hanitoba legislature. 

+ 

* 
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dravm from tistories provided by Canadian 
Inventory of Historic Buildings. 

description provided by Canadian Inventory 
of r;istoric Buildings. 

This three storey brick building is one of Ceorge 
Brov7De i s best commercial building designs. Both 
its interior and exterior are well proportioned 
and delicately detailed. The exterior style is 
in the manner of the Italian Renaissance. It 
occupies an important corner site ,.;rith facades on 
Princess and William. 

This six storey brick warehouse is architecturally 
quite simple and plain. That it is very solidly 
built is evident in its surviving a disastrous fire 
of 1924. It occupies a prorrinent site near the 
Hani toba TIlca tre Centre. 

~his three bay, three storey building is of brick 
bearing wall and has a lirrestone facade. It is in 
a vaguely neo-Classical style. It is a good 
representative of the corr,bined shop and residence 
buildings tha t served the srr~a 11 llier chan t 
across l';orth America. 



THE VALUE OF THE fu~EA AS A ~~OLE 

The preceding descriptions of many of the 

buildings of the study area shovr architectural 

and historical values of a high order. Buildings 

still remaining in this section of the city are 

indicative of the rise of the city from its first 

decade until after Horld 1tlar I. There are a 

number of buildings IoThich have potential national 

significance for architectural and historical 

reasons. The Union Bank Building (Royal Bank) on 

Main Street, the Hamilton Building and the 

Electric Railvray Chambers are excellent examples 

of the steel frame skyscraper. The Canadian 

Imperial Bank of Commerce is one of the best 

works of a major architectural firm of the turn 

of the century. The J. H. Ashdown Harehouse is 

a sUbstantial Richardsonian building for one of 

the most prominent businessmen of the I'lest. The 

Exchange Building on Princess Street is a 

physical representative of an organization that 

served the economic backbone of the prairies, the 

grain trade. There are as well many buildings of 

regional and provincial significance. These 

include other commercial blocks like the l;Thi tla 

Block, G. F. and J. Galt Block, and the Bmrlf 

Block on Princess Street. There are also public 

and institutional buildings like the Provincial 

Telephone Building on Hargrave Street. Many 

other buildings are of prime local significance. 

Highlights of this group are the McIntyre Block, 

the Police Court and Jail on James Avenue, the 

Hydro SUbstation on King Street, the Great Hest 

Life Building on Lombard Avenue, the Lake of the 

Hoods Milling offices on McDermot Avenue, the 

Criterion Hotel next door, and the Salvation 

Army Citadel on Rupert Avenue. 

The physical pattern of development has left 

buildings of value spread north, east, and west of 

Portage and Main. The key area for revitalization 

defined in the 1974 Historic Restoration Study 

centred on Albert Street and extending east to 

Main Street and west to King Street betvreen Hilliam 

Avenue and Notre Dame Avenue. This area, because 

of its potential as an urban pedestrian street 

and its special urban character, should be the 

first to be developed to show effective 

revitalization. 

Other areas offer strong potential for 

revitalization through conservation. A second 

phase should take advantage of the leadership of 

property owners in the area east of Main Street. 
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The area ~ounded by Main Street on the west, Red 

River on the east between Lombard and Market 

Avenue, contains many warehouse type buildings. 

A few of these such as the Dawson-Richardson 

Building along 'i>ri th others on McDermot Avenue 

have recently been renovated and are serving 

various purposes as restaurant, art gallery and 

office. 

A third phase area of a conservation plan 

could be the area of north Princess Street. This 

street contains some of the finest examples of 

commercial buildings from the first two decades 

of the city's history. The bounds of this area 

would run from Alexander Avenue on the north to 

William at the south behreen Princess and King 

Streets. 

The fourth phase of the plan ivould see the 

inclusion of southern Princess Street centred on 

Bannatyne Avenue. It would run from William 

Avenue to Notre Dame behreen King Street and 

Hargrave. 

It is not essential that these areas be 

phased in the chronological order indicated. 

This order appears likely nOli, but various 

economic conditions may mean that they are brought 

into the conservation development area earlier 

or later than expected. A programme to acquaint 
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the owners of each of the four areas with the 

possibilities of the various forms of aCla;:,tive 

use is essential to gain their effective 

participation in conservation. Depending on the 

real estate market and the inclinations of owners 

in anyone area,it will be brought into the 

development plan more or less quickly. It would 

appear important hOl,rever, that nev construction 

of highly disparate character should be excluded 

from the entire conservation area as as 

practicable. Also, demolition of the most 

significant heritage structures must be prevented 

by having them brought under the legal protections 

of a heritage sites listing. 

The quality and character of the areas vithin 

the conservation area are equal to more than the 

sum of the quality of the individual bui 

that form the streets. It is eSIJecially evident 

to visitors to the city who are sensitive to 

development potentials, that the 'i>rarehouse area 

has a unique urban character that ought to be 

conserved and revitalized. The wide streets that 

characterize Winnipeg (Main Street, Portage 

Avenue, Broad'i>ray) are given a very pleasant 

contrast in the well enclosed streets of Albert 

Street and McDermot Avenue. Here there is a 

strong vertical emphasis and a place vhere large 



areas of the street could be given over to 

pedestrians sheltered from the weather. The more 

intimate scale of the streets of this area is 

heightened by the rich variety of material 

textures and architectural details. l,h tness 

examples such as the Harris Block and Campbell

Wilson Building on Princess Street, Lauzons Block 

on Hilliam Avenue, or the Criterion Hotel on 

McDermot, or the TelegraIQ Building at the heart 

of the area. Just as Gastovrn or Yorkville have 

become recogni zable districts \<Ti th unique 

attractions for residents and visitors alike, so 

the historic "\{arehouse area has its OvTn unique 

potential. This \<Till be unlike either Yorkville 

or Gastown, but if it is to be effective, will 

rely on careful control of development to 

encourage building with the character of the area 

rather than against it. 
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INTRODucrrrOH 

This feasibility study vas commissioned by 

the !Jlani toba Historical Society on behalf of 

Heritage Canada. Its purpose is to provide an 

estimate of the physical and economic feasibility 

of renovating three particular buildings in the 

historic core of Winnipeg to neH commercial and 

office uses. Rconomic assessment is based on the 

cost of renovation to meet current standards as 

against the income that could fairly be obtained 

from rental of +he t d v renova e space. 

The three buildings here selected each 

represent a different function and constructional 

category of Winnipeg's historical heritage. The 

Hamilton Building at 395 Main Street is a steel

framed, stone-faced, mUlti-storey office buildinG 

constructed during Horld ldar One. The Telegram 

Building at 70 Albert Street is a four-storey 

post and beam (Hi th bearing lIrall) lITarehouse, 

brick-faced, built in 1882. The Exchange 

Building at 160 Princess Street is of vood joist 

and beam, combined I'Tith bearing vall, built in 

the last decade of the nineteenth century. 

The Hamilton Building has a prime location, 

lIThile the Telegram and Exchange Buildings are in 
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potentially good locations. PeTha=-,s they may 

be more accurately described as having latent 

value, which lITOuld be fully encouraged once 

current proposals for the rejuvenation of the 

area take effect. 

In terms of current value, the Hamilton 

Bui is presently moderate, but with the 

potential of a high value following a renovation 

programme. On the other hand, the Telegrarn and 

Exchange Buildings have low current values vith 

the potential of increas 

level. 

these to a moderate 

It is proposed that the ground floor, 

mezzanine, and basement of the Hamilton Bui 

be converted to a good quality restaurant, 

whilst office functions remain on the upper 

floors. It is proposed that the main floor of 

the Telegram Building contain a small restaurant 

or tea room, along I,ri th a store that also 

utilizes some of the b".semellt, vhilst the u:!.:rlJer 

floors are converted to office use. Located 

near the City Hall, the Exclknr;e Building could 

also be almost vholly converted to office use. 

These proposed uses are compatible e,:,ther 

vith present or possible future marJ;et conditions. 

They are also capable of being met by appropriate 



structural, mechanical and electrical modifications 

and additions that may be required. 

Current regulations may require a zoning 

variance vhere full requirements for loading and 

parking may not easily be met. Although the 

granting of such variance is not guaranteed, 

there is precedence for such action, especially 

in the case of older existing buildings. As it 

happens, tvo of the three buildings studied here 

are adjacent to parking garages; all are close 

to public transportation. 

Again, "Ti th regard to building codes, many 

aspects of design and planning of renovated 

buildings are open to interpretation. Under

standably, such interpretation is possible of 

variation, although proposals shmm in this 

feasibility study have received preliminary 

approval. 

A preliminary cost analysis ,{as carried out 

on each of these buildings, by lain Barnett, 

ARICS, MCIQS, using preliminary quantities and 

current unit cost rates. The unit rates used 

"Tere based on current dollars, and I-Ti th any 

considerable time delay before implementation, 

escalation should be taken into account. 

Escalation currently is running at 

approximately one per cent per month compounded. 

At this time little or no contingency allovance 

has been included; due to the large amount of 

renovations involved, a contingency allmrance of 

ten per cent should be included on the total 

construction dollars. 

Any economic analysis of real estate 

vhether it be a nev development, a proposed 

redevelopment, or the preservation of an existing 

structure, is tempered by many factors. Amongst 

many others, these factors include location, size, 

market conditions, financing, taxes and operating 

expenses. 

The preservation of historic structures is 

in no vay exempt from the same factors, and to 

be successful includes the added dimension in 

~any instances of being the joint responsibility 

of both the private and public sectors. Other 

studies have suggested that a majority in both 

groups are in favour of such preservation, 

recogni zing hmTever, that it is not practical 

,{i th respect to all such structures. 

Hopefluly the follm'Ting prOjections suggest 

the desirability of physical and economic 

analyses for all historic structures, if they 

I-Tould othervise be doomed to demolition. 

The motivation behind these proposed 

renovations is to bring these buildings up to a 
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modernized condition, in vrhich they would serve 

their purposes reasonably functionally and 

economically. Whilst recognizing and trying to 

preserve such aspects of architectural 

character or period flavour that they possess, 

there is no intention of either sentimental 

preservation at all costs or of creating museum 

pieces. But once a number of buildings in 

Winnipeg's historic core have been restored and 

renovated - and this process has already begun -

the whole vrorking environment in this area I,rill 

yield a quality that will be more than the sum 

of individually restored buildings. 
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HAJllILTOH BUILDING 

General Description 

The Hamilton Building is located on the east 

side of Main Street, two blocks north of its 

junction with Portage Avenue. Th,,; 'milding 

occunies a corner site, and vas built in 1916. 

Its major occupants have been the United Grain 

Growers, a large Canadian agricultural group, 

but it has also housed a well-knovn legal office 

of Isaac ~)i tblado. In the near future, the UGG 

is planning to move into a new building of its 

ovln. 

Basically, the Hamilton Building is 

constructed as a steel frame, multi-storey 

office building. Externally, it could be 

described as clothed in the style of an Italian 

Renaissance Palace, vith rusticated masonry, 

I family arms I motifs, and heavy cornice crmmed 

with a balustrade. Internally there is a 

magnificent hall on the main floor (designed for 

the original Bank of Hamilton) two storeys in 

height and with a painted ceiling. The building 

is structurally sound and well-maintained, 

although a little inefficient in the design of 

its upper floors. 
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The use to which the building is now 

would appear to be its highest and best use. 

A renovation programme shou~d b'C? undertaken 

commencing from the top floor 

vTard. If the building were occupied at the 

time, it vould seem to be necessary and desirable 

that the majority of the major renovations should 

be prograrnmed to take nlace alrlOst simul taneou~3 

in order thAt contractors viII not be in the 

building for any extended 

The building would attract small snace 

tenants and the rents should be in the order of 

$2.50 to ,~3. 50 p",r scuare foot per annum belmr 

that of nev buildings. In the Winnipeg market, 

a building having this floor area takes a longer 

period of time to lease than vould a building of 

ten to twelve thousand square feet per floor, 

and this fact vould have to be considered in the 

rent-up costs and in the programme of renovations. 

The rent paid to the City of Winnipeg for 

the basement area extending under the I'liain Street 

and McDermot sidewaU::s should be investigated. 

If it is considerable, these areas should be 

sealed off. HOvlever, the City terms could be 

reasonable if the OImer undertook to improve 

these nremises. 



Renovation Proposals 

In the context of this study, a first

class restaurant could be located on the main 

floor, extending to the mezzanine and dOvTn to a 

tavern in t~le basement. The location is 

excellent and there vJOuld seem to be a demand 

based on the acceptance of the Old Bailey 

Restaurant on Lombard Avenue, which is one-half 

block south, and the Hinnipeg Inn facilities 

vThich appear to be constantly filled. Unfor

tunately, code restrictions prevent the use by 

restaurant patrons of the graceful curved 

staircase (it has an enclosed link to the fire 

stairs to the east on the second floor), and so 

a new staircase is proposed. Nontheless, the 

tvJO-storey hall and mezzanine w'ould certainly 

provide an appropriate atmosphere for dining; 

and basement tavern patrons could vieH through 

glass the magnificent and ancient heating 

eQuipment, no longer functional, but 

appropriately cleaned and painted. 

An al ternati ve use for the 10vTer floors of 

the Hamilton Building 'dould be a trust company, 

since there is a considerable increase in the 

number of trust companies entering the Hi 

T:!.arket, and this lIse is architecturally 

ate; it ldould also require very little 

renovation. An almost equal rental income 

could be assumed. 

The quality of the office floors Hould be 

improved. 

Structure general 

This ten-storey steel-framed building 

consists of nine inc[l concrete slab floors 

spanning fifteen feet behTeen steel beams 

supporting a subfloor system of I'Tood sleepers in 

cinder fill. The steel floor beams on each 

floor span about seventeen feet behTeen steel 

col~Ds and all steel bea~s as well as all 

columns are encased vTi th concrete fireproofing. 

At the third floor level a deep steel transfer 

truss spans thirty-four feet and supports a line 

of steel columns above at midspan ldhich supports 

all floors above the fourth floor level. The 

steel transfer truss allolds a clear span over a 

s]ace of thirty-four feet by eighty feet belovl 

the second floor level. 

StructLJ.re condition 

In general the structure is in very good 

condition. The concrete has not deteriorated 

exce~)t for oortions of an under-sidevalk area-

sle..b at street Ie-vel \,'There ','later has rusted 
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the reinforcing steel. The wood subfloor 

system of wood sleepers on cinder fill is squeaky 

in many places but the supporting floor slabs are 

level and in good condition. The floor slabs 

shO"l-r no sign of deflection. 

The type of foundation has not been deter

mined. There are no signs of differential 

settlement anywhere in the building. Since no 

wall cracking was observed it is possible that 

this building is supported on a system of driven 

wood piles as were many buildings of this era in 

Winnipeg. Had this building been placed on 

spread footings, the settlement over the years 

would have caused cracking in many of the masonry 

walls. 

All exterior walls are in very good condition. 

No masonry joint cracking was observed which again 

would indicate a very good foundation system. 

Horizontal and vertical masonry joints appeared 

sound "l-rith no loss of mortar. Due to the 

extremely good condition of all structural 

components of this building, its useful life 

could be extended for twenty or thirty years 

wi thout maj or structural repair. The side"l-ral};: 

area ..:s.my slabs should be replaced and "l-rater

proofed. Some concrete slab patching -'.[Quld be 

required on the tenth floor mechanical room roof 
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slab "rhere spallinp: of concrete is visible. All 

of the nine inch thick concrete floor slabs "rill 

safely carry a fifty PSF live loading as required 

for office building occupancy. These floor slabs 

,{QuId not be adequate for any type of storage 

loading. 

Structure recommendations 

It is recommended that all of the "rood 

sleeper and cinder fill subfloor be renlaced ,-Ii th 

a new lightweight topping of concrete to match 

existing elevator threshold and stair levels. 

This would eliminate the squeaky floors and 

some"l-rhat reduce the fire hazard. 

Mechanical and Electrical Systems: general 
description 

~1ec~anical aLel. electrical systems have been 

developed by the single building tenant, over 

many years of occupancy. These systerns, therefore, 

reflect characteristics common to a sinGle 

building tenant. 

1. Air conditioning system -

t"l-ro "rater cooled packaged air conditioning 

units, connected to a central cooling tower, 

serve each floor of the bui The :main 

floor is an exception, since an air cooled 

unit serves this area. J\_ir duct distribution 



2. 

5· 

6. 

systems are adequate except for the main 

floor. 

Heating system -

a 10\<T pressure steam radiation system heats 

the building. The steam source is VTinnipeg 

Hydro's central steam plant. 

Plumbing system 

flush valve type fixtures and the original 

piping system serve as the building's 

sanitary facilities. 

Fire ection -

fire hose systems located in the stainTells 

serve as the building's fire fighting 

equipment. This system is fed from a 

gravi ty "rater tank at the top of the 

building. 

Electrical system -

the electrical system, including light 

fixtures and main distribution panels, has 

been rene\<Ted over the years, as partition 

relocations and ne"r ceilings vere installed. 

Communication system -

the tele:phone distribution system is the 

sui table for a s buildinE; tenant. 

11echanical and Electrical Systems condition 

1. 

2. 

3. 

h. 

Air conditioning -

all of the air conditioning equipment is 

operational. The majority of the packaged 

air conditioning units are nearing the end 

of their useful life. Equipment of t:lis 

type, vhen ne"r, has a Ii fe expectancy of 

-fifteen years. 

Eeating system -

the stearn piping system is in a serious 

state of deterioration and it must be 

removed and replaced vi th a nel'T system. 

Leaks in the piping system \<Till result in 

building finish deterioration. 

Plumbing system -

the piping system and most fixtures are in 

poor concli tion and it is essential that the 

vhole system be replaced. 

Fire protection 

all fire hoses should be replaced since 

existing hoses are not in a reliable 

condition. Some pipe in the equipment 

nenthouse has deteriorated and this should 

be renlaced. The remainder of the system 

appears to be in good condition and it can 

be expected to provide satisfactory service 

for at least another fifteen years. 
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5. 

6. 

Electrical system 

this system is in good condition and a life 

expectancy of fifteen to tvrenty-fi ve years 

is reasonable. Light fixtures "Tould normally 

be replaced if ceiling changes were made. 

Communication system -

telephone equipment 1:TOuld likely have to 

be replaced to suit new tenants. The 

existing equipment would serve the present 

tenant until it became obsolete. 

Mechanical and Electrical System renovation 
and reCllacement 

The following \-Tork is required to make the 

building suitable for multiple tenancy and to 

provide for a further fifteen to tventy-five 

years of building use. 

1. Air conditioning system -

there are three alternatives to be 

considered, dependent on space quality that 

\-Touldbe offered for rent and the resultant 

rental structure. 

a) TY0ical floor equipment could remain as is 

and ,wuld be reDlaced ,{hen failure took place. 

Existing equipment could be exnected to last 

an average of three years. 

b) cal floor air conditioning units could be 

ed ill onle!' to de a III~een-year 
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c) 

d) 

2. 

3. 

4 

5. 

A complete nev air conch tioning system could 

be installed \-Tith the central air station and 

cooling equipment on the roof. This ,wuld 

improve ventilation standards, provide 

temperature control flexibility for multiple 

tenancy on each floor, and increase life 

expectancy to a minimum of t,.renty-fi ve 

years. 

A complete nevT system is required for the 

main floor, mezzanine and basement. 

Heating system -

a nev electric baseboard heating system 

"ToulCe provide satisfactory heating for this 

building for a minimum of tventy-fi ve years. 

Flumbing system -

a complete nevT system of plumbing pipe and 

fixtures is reocuired. This system vTould 

service the building for forty years. 

Fire protection -

replacement of fire hoses and a limited 

amount of pipe voulc1 make this system 

servic:=.'able for fi fteen ~lears. 

Flectric 

vould b installed wh~re ceilings are 



COllllliW1ication system -

it is anticipated that telephone equipment 

replacement vould be necessary to accommodate 

the requirements of ne,-! tenants. This 

vould normally be paid directly by the 

tenant. 
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ECOIiOMIC PJi/tLYSIS 

The following projections consider the market value of the Hamilton 
Building prior to and following a renovation programme. 

The estimated gross building area excluding the basement is 
56,301• square feet. 

.4.. PRESF11T VALUE ESTH1A'rE 

i) 

ii) 

!·larket approach (1) 

56,30!' sq. ft. @ $4.00 per sq. ft. 

Income approach (2) 

Basement 
Ground floor - 4,184 sq. ft. @ $7.50 
r·!ezzanine - 2,788 sq. ft. @ $2. 
Upper floors - 31,616 sq. ft. .75 

Total estims.ted grOGS revenue 

Operating expenses (estimated) 

56,301; x $2.86 

rjet cash flow 

Capitalized value - 27,497 + 12.5% 

PrE:sent value estimate 

$ 225,000.00 

n/a 
31,380.00 
6,970.00 

150,176.00 

(1) The value pe:r squm>e foot was deteY'flr1:ned from the review 
of a number of sales and listings of compm>able type 
p}'opertie8. 

(2) The annual net }·ental was a:rnved at following a :review 
of a numbe,' of property management faea. 

iL VALUE n;CLUDING PROPOSED rnPROVEJ.IEJITS 

t) Estime.tcd hard cost im'crcWpmoo,t 

ii) Estimated soft. costs .33%( LI) 

Summary: 

Present value estimate 
riard costs 
Soft costs 

3 ) 
$ 672,000.00 

$ 221,760.00 

188,526.00 

161,029.00 

219,979.00 

225,000.00 
672,000.00 
221,760. 00 

Value (cost) including improvements $1,118,760.00 

iii) Income approach 

Revenue 

EstiIJ'l.B.ted market rent - vrs. sq. ft. 
Gross area - 56,304 sq. ft. 
Floor efficiency - 69% overall 

Total estimated gross reyenue: 

Basement 2,352 sq. ft. x $3.75 
Ground 4,184 sq. ft. x 9.50 
Mezzanine 2,788 sq. ft. x 6.00 
Typical floor 31 ,616 sq. ft. x 7.85 

$ 8,820.00 
39,,/48.00 
16,728.00 

248,186.00 

(3) Details of the estimated hard cost improvements figu:t'e 
a:t'e p:rovided elsewhere in this report. 

h13,482.00 

(4) See breakdown of typical soft costs in the Exchange BId lding 
Economic /malysis. 

iv) Operating expenses (2) 

fuel .35 
water .02 
cleaning .65 
electri ci ty .35 
insurance .05 
wages .25 
air conditioning .25 
elevator .05 
general repairs .20 
R.E. taxes 1.00 

Total 3.17 x 56,304 178,484.00 

1l'et income $313,482 minus 178,484 ::: $134,998.00 

v) FinanCing 

Assuming a 75% mortgage at 12% with a 25-year amortization 
could be arranged, the a'1nual debt service is: 

Cost 
l·!ortgage 
Debt service 

vi) Recurn 

Net income 
Debt service 

Cash flow 

Summary: 

$1,118,760 
.75 x $1,118,760 
839,070 x .12383 

134,998 
103,902 

31,096 

Cost 1,118,760 
Hartgoge 839,070 

Equi ty required 279,690 

Return on equity 11.1% 

$839,070 
$103,902 
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COST ANALYSIS 

1. SUBSTRUCI'URE 

a) normal foundations 

b) basement excavation 

n/a (not applicable) 

n/a 

c) special foundations nfa 

2. STRUC'ruRE 

3. 

5. 

8.) lowest floor construction 

il demolition of partitions 
ii) seal off existing stair 

to main entry lobby 

b) upper floor construction 

i) form opening for new stair 

iil demolition of partitions 
surrounding balcony, etc. 

iii} mezzanine floor extensions 
over kitchen and restaurant 
entry 

iv) lightweight concrete topping 
to floors 

c) roof construction 

EXTERIOR CLAllDH1G 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

a) 

roof finish 

wells below ground floor 

walls above ground floor 

windows 
i) weatherstripping 

exterior doors and screens 

balconies and projections 

permanent parti t-ions and doors 

glazed partitions 
office partitions (tenant 

n/a 

n/e. 

nlu 
n/a 

nla 

r./a 

i) 
ii) 

iii) 
iv) 

improv~nents) n/ a 

VERTICAL HOVEl·lENT 

a) 

b) 

stairs 

i) ne'''/ stair linking basement" 
ground and mezza.'1ine 

elevators and escalators nla 

o. I;ITERTOR FI;nSEES 
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8.) 1'1001' finishes 

i) cer8l!llc tile 
i i) carpet 

iii) vinyl asbeStos oile 

b) ceiling fir.ishes 

i) plaster 0" spnyd ceilir.gs 
ii) painteci ceiJ.inss 

c) ',,:all fir.ishes 

i) paint Co ;.;dle 

900.00 

750.00 

1,500.00 

11,760.00 

5,527.00 

28,221 .. 00 

10,080.00 

10,700.00 
10,500.00 

2,1'00.00 

8,800.00 

II ,929. 00 
69,'{o6.o0 

00 
00 

37,121. 00 

7. FITTINGS Alm EQUIPHEU':' 

a) fitt.ings and fixtures 

i) bars 
ii) washroom accessori8s and 

vanities 
iii) bar screen 

b) equipment 

i) beer cooler 

8. SERVICES 

9. 

10. 

11. 

a) electrical 

i) elecerical system allo,",anc" 
for new light fixtures 

ii) communication (Dald 
for by tenants . 

b) plumbing and d"Dining 

c) 

a) 

b) 

c) 

j) 

b) 

i) plumbing system 
1i) !'O~· r;~st8.ura.r:-:" 

iii) fire 

and a.i!' 

i) heating includi n,';:: 
di stri buvio:: 

1i) existing air co;:ditioni:lb 
equipment to remain 

iii) new central ail" concli :;ioning 
sysc.em 

general 

Gervic~s 

Oil tor-at- ions 

demoli :io::t 

si tt: over'heads 

i) includes rr,cc!lImi cal "",1 
e} cctrical o'rel'hca:::::; 

head office o'rerhead EJ.r:.d profi:. 

COri'I'IrlGE:1CIES 

0) 

0) 

c) 

design cODt.inger.cy 

~sca..lation 

post contract contingency 

'-":ost of 2eno'.rati.on, :\pl'll 

7,1,1,0. 00 

1; ,OGO. 

lG ,OOC. 
1. ,00'2. 00 

15,OOO.OC 

11,f),OOO. 

(5),20'i.0(; 

33,81; 1. 00 

n. i. c, 

n. i. c. 
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TELEGRAl'-1 BUILDING 

General Description 

The four-storey brick Telegram Building is 

located on Albert Street, at the south-west 

corner of its intersection with McDermot Avenue. 

It i>TaS built in 1882 as a i>rholesale dry goods 

warehouse, but was later used until 1920 by the 

Telegram newspaper. Clothing companies generally 

occupied the building after that until 1961, when 

it was sold to a wholesale appliance firm. It 

has recently been sold again. 

The construction of the Telegram Building 

is of post and beam, combined with a bearing i>Tall. 

It occupies an approximately triangular site, 

with a twenty-two foot frontage to McDermot 

Avenue which increases to sixty-five feet in 

width at the rear lane. Its depth is one 

hundred feet. Alterations have tal\:en place on 

several occasions, and at one point the original 

main corner entry was sealed. In 1947 the 

building was underpinned. 

In style, the building is late Victorian, 

with rich brick ornamentation. Size and treat

ment of windmrs varies on each floor, and there 

is a strong cornice. Internal cast iron columns 

are attractive. 

It is the intention of the building's new 

owner to use the first and second floors, along 

with the ground floor of the adjacent Sures 

Building, for furniture sales and displays. The 

basement may also be improved for this purpose. 

The third and fourth floors are to be used for 

warehousing. 

Renovation Proposals 

The immediately contemplated use of these 

premises may veIl be the most appropriate because 

of extensive renovations that vould othervise 

have to be undertaken to put this building into 

a high quality condition for alternative uses. 

Hovever, should the contemplated restoration of 

this vhole area take place, then in the context 

of this study, it vould be feasible to propose 

a restaurant (its raised floor level exploiting 

the attractive and corner-vide viei>r) and related 

shop on the ground floor, vith the basement 

containing an extension to this shop as veIl as 

a small museum. The basement ltTOuld have a direct 

entrance from Albert Street, together vith a nev 

passenger elevator and stairs; offices vould be 

located on the second, third and fourth floors. 

(A significant attraction could be the removal 

of a part of the floor, and relevant glazing at 

main and second and possibly third floor levels, 
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for tvTO bays in the south-east corner, vThilst 

still preserving the facade. Such a space, both 

vTi thin and 'outside' the building, vTOuld 

undoubtedly draw people into it. Unfortunately, 

since the triangular site in any case reduces the 

proportion of rentable to core space, this 

possibility is not here proposed. ) 

In sum, a building of this type, although 

it would be desirable to renovate, in itself 

may not be a success unless this were undertaken 

in conjunction with other buildings in the area, 

possibly along the lines of current City of 

Winnipeg proposals. The Telegram Building's 

nevT mmer is also not inclined to be the first 

to undertake major renovations in the area at a 

cost that might approximate half a million 

dollars. It is regrettable that this building 

has been left to deteriorate to the extent that 

it has, because with its historic bacl,-ground, 

unique shape, and internal cast iron columns, 

it has much to contribute, and should be 

renovated. 

Structure general 

This four-storey building contains a 

variety of structural floor systems. The ;:nain 

and second floor consist of six inch concrete 

slabs spanning about four feet between steel 

beams. The third, fourth floors and roof are 

made of "\wod joists supported on steel be8Jlls. 

The lower floors are supported on steel colmnns 

which are not fireproofed and the upper floors 

are supported on cast iron columns encased in 

vTOod vThile the roof is supported on vTOod columns 

"\{hich again are not fireproofed. All floors are 

supported on the outside by means of masonry 

bearing walls. The basement floor is concrete 

slab-on-grade construction and basement vralls 

are limestone block construction. The main 

floor level is about five feet above street 

level. 

Structure condition 

In general the structure is in fair 

condi tion. A noticeable slope \,ras observed on 

the floors at the upper levels indicating that 

some interior columns and exterior masonry walls 

may have settled unevenly. This slope in the 

floors was of the order of three inches in 

twenty feet. The foundation for this building 

has been underpinned, although the extent of 

the underpinning is unknown. The type of 

foundation used in this building was probably 

concrete spread footings which unden{ent some 

settlement over the years and subsequently 

required underpinning. 



All outside ,·ralls are in good condition. 

The brick exterior has been painted and no serious 

masonry cracking has taken place. This vould 

indicate that settlement of the exterior bearing 

valls has been quite uniform over the life of 

the building. 

In their present condition, no protective 

fire cladding exists on any steel beam or column. 

rrhese elements \·;ould require a minimum of tl-lO

hour fire protection by means of gypsum board in 

order that the building code requirements be 

met for any commerc:i .. al occupancy. Similarly, 

t.he upper level vood joist floors and '.-Tood columns 

vould require fireproofing to the same degree. 

Hovever, there is a good chance that if the 

second floor vere to be devoted to office use, 

as proposed, the attractive cast iron columns 

could remain exposed. 

Due t.o the reasonably good condition of 

floors and bearing ,·ralls the useful life of this 

'ouj,lding could be extended for about fifteen 

years vith the recommendations that follov. 

Some slight additional settlement may be expected 

in the floor system but most of the settlement 

may \·Tell have tal\.en by this time. Also the 

nni should 

e=.iIninate fl.ITther settlerner;.t under the 

The main floor and second floor could 

safely support a live loading one hundred PSF. 

The third floor has been posted for one hundred 

PSF live loading ,·rhile the fourth floor has been 

posted for sixty PSF. The roof structure could 

safely support a live loading of thirty-six 

PSF as required for this area. 

Structure recommendations 

All sloping vood floors '\oTOuld have to be 

levelled by means· of ply\wod sheeting and ,wod 

shims to eliminate the differential slopes of 

l~ to three inches. The underside of the floor 

~;oists vould have to be covered '\ori th gypsum 

hoard sufficient for a tvo hour fire rating. 

Eoth steel and vood columns (vi th the possible 

pxcention of the cast iron columns on the second 

floor) vould have to be fireproofed using gypsum 

board to a minimum of t'\oro hour fire rating. rrhe 

underside of the steel beams at the main and 

second floor levels I-lould have to be protected 

jn a similar manner. 
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Mechanical and Electrical Systems general 
description and condition 

This building has very basic, generally 

obsolete systems which are in poor condition. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 
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Air conditioning -

air conditioning is non-existent. 

Heating system -

this is a system of unit heaters fed by 

steam from the City's central steam plant. 

This system is only suitable for warehouse 

space. The system is in poor condition. 

Plumbing system -

an inadequate system which is in poor 

condition serves this building. 

Fire protection -

this consists of a sprinkler system, in good 

condition, which can be expected to be 

satisfactory for at least fifteen years. 

Electrical system -

the entire electrical system is in poor 

condition. 

Communication system -

this system consists of a single business 

telephone. 

Mechanical and Electrical Systems renovation 
and replacement 

System renovations and additions proposed 

are intended to minimize capital cost in order 

to permit a low rental cost. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Air conditioning -

a cooling tower and piping system could be 

installed by the owner. Air conditioning 

units and ductwork would be the responsibility 

of the tenants. 

Heating system - a complete new electric 

heating system would be required to satisfy 

new tenancy requirements. 

Plumbing system -

a new plumbing system and fixtures are 

required; additional plumbing is required 

for the restaurant. 

Fire protection - the existing sprinkler 

heads would be relocated to accommodate 

drop ceiling systems. New fire hose 

stations are required on each floor. 

Electrical system -

a complete new wiring and lighting system 

is required. 

Communication system -

telephone equipment is required for new 

tenants. 
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COST ANALYSIS 

1. 

2. 

SUBSTRUCTURE 

a) 

b) 

c) 

normal fOWldations 

basement excavation 

special foundations 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

STRUCTURE 

a) lowest floor construction 

i) remove existing stair 
and repair 

iil fireproofing to steel columns) 
iii) fireg~rd gypsum wallboard to) 

ceiling and paint ) 

b) upper floor construction 

i) remove existing stair and repair 
ii) level wood floors 

iii) fireguard gypsum wallboard to 
columns and ceiling and paint 

iV) form opening in floor 

c) roof construction n/a 

3. EXTERIOR CLADDING 

4. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

roof fini sh nl a 

walls below ground floor nla 

valls a.bove ground floor 
i} sand blast masonry surfaces) 

ii) repaint masonry ) 

d) windo'W's 

e) 

f) 

i) replace upper windows and paint 
wood trim 

exterior doors and screens 

i) main entry at ground level 

balconies and projections n/a 

INTERIOR PARTITIONS 

a) 

b) 

permanent partitions and doors 

i) partitions 
ii) doors 

iii) toilet partitions 

moveable partitions and doors 

i) office partitions (paid 
by tenant) n/a 

5. VERTICAL HOVEHENT 

a) stairs 

il 
ii) 

iii) 
iv) 
v) 

groWld to main 
ground to basement 
fire stairs 
core stairs 
spiral stairs 

b) elevators and escalators 

i) elevator and shaft 

6. INTERIOR FINISHES 
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a) floor finishes 

i 
ii 

tile 
carpet 
vinyl asbestos tile 

1,000.00 

4,BOO.00 

1,000.00 
B ,640. 00 

19,200.00 

1,500.00 

8,400.00 

24,000.00 

3,000.00 

2B,B24.00 
10,Boo.00 

4,600.00 

Boo.oo 
2 ,BOO. 00 
9 ,2BO. 00 
9,2Bo.00 
4,200.00 

57,500.00 

1,500.00 
25,956.00 
4,176.00 

b) 

c) 

ceiling finishes 

i) drywall ceilings and paint 
included with i tern 2a and b 

wall finishes 

i) paint to all nel< and existing 
walls 

7. FITTINGS AIm EQUIPHEIIT 

a} fittings and fixtures 

b) 

i) washroom accessories end 
vani ties 

ii} handrail to void 

equipment 

8. SERVICES 

a} electrical 

i) electrical system 
ii} connnunication system 

b) plumbing and draining 

c) 

i) 
ii) 

iii) 

plumbing for washrooms 
plumbing for restaurant 
fire protection 

heating, ventilating and air 
condi tioning 

i) heating system 
ii) cooling tower syst.em (by owner) 

iii) air conditioning units and ducts 
(by tenants) 

9. SITE DEVELOPHElIT 

a) general 

b) services 

c) alterations 

d) demolition 

10. OVERHEADS AllD PROFIT 

a) 

b) 

si te overhead 

head office overhead) 

11. CONTINGENCIES 

a) 

b) 

c) 

design contingency 

escalation contingency 

post contract contingency 

Total Cost of Renovation, April 1976 

nle. 

n/a 

n/a 

nla 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

15,750.00 

)',500.00 

1,500.00 

n. i. c. 

50,000.00 
6,000.00 

12,000.00 
3,000.00 

13,000.00 

lB,OOO.OO 
15,000.00 

35,000.00 

57,000.00 

),62,000.00 



ECOilmHC f.liALYSIS 

The following projections consider the market value of the Telegra.rn 
Building prior to and following a proposed renovation progranrme. 

At present, without implementation of current City of 1,-[innipeg restoration 
n!'oDosals to increase traffic and trade for the area, the anticiDated net 
~ev~nue after renovations is insufficient to justify the proposl.::d improvements. 

A. PRESE:;'!' V.ll..L1.JE ESTn.1ATE 

(1) 

il I·~arket 

19,136 sq. $2.00 per sq. :~t. $38,272.00 

ii) Income (assu.'l1ing 90% efficiency) 

Ground floor - 4,305 x 3.50 
Second floor - L., 305 x ? 50 
'I'hi I'd and fourth flom's -

8,610 x 1.00 

iii J Operating 

19,136 sq. ft. x 1.62 

Capitalized - 3,440 + 15% 

Present value estimate 

15,068.00 
10,762.00 

8,()10.00 

The value nel' square foot was determ>ned fr'om th.:: l'CV/Cui 
of a nwnbe~' of saleD and listings of compcu'ablc type 
pY'oper'ties. 

(2) 7'he annual net I'crltal [Jas aY'Y"ivcd at 
of a mmiJeY' of pY'opert~1 management 

a revie[J 

B. VALUE IlICLUDIrlG PROPOSED IHPROV"ZHI;::l'"l'S 

il Estimated hard cost 

ii) EstiI!'.c:.ted soft cos~s 

Su.1!Imary: 

Present value estiw..:lte 
Hard costs 
Soft costs 

Value (cost) including improvements 

iii) Income approach 

Revenue 

3 ) 

Estimated market rent - vrs. sQ. ft. 
Gross area - 19,136 ft. 
Floor efficiency - overall 

Total estimated gross revenue: 

Basement and ground floor 
boutique 600 sq. ft. x 7.50 
Resta.urant 3,155 sq. ft. x 7.50 

L62,000.00 

)',500.00 
23,662.00 

Upper floor 
offices 11,028 sq. ft. x 6.00 66,168.00 

(3) Details of the estirrated hard cost figure 
are provided e lsewheY'e in this 

(4) See bY'eakdoum of typical soft casts in the Exchange 
Bui lding Economic Analysis. 

31; ,1;1:0.00 

31,000.00 

),1.1.0. 00 

::2,933.00 

$30,272.00 

38,272.00 
),62,000.00 
152,)160.00 

$652,732.00 

$91.,330.00 

i v) Operating expenses 

19,136 sq. ft. @ $2.52 sq. ft. 

Net income $94,330 minus 48,223 

v) Capitalized value 

46,107 + 15% 

$ 48,223.00 

$ 307,360.00 

The discrepancy bet'Ween the cost and the economic value does not 
justify the improvements. Therefore, the contemplated use by the ne',.; 
owner appears to be the only appropriate use of the building in its 
present condition and at the present time. 
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EXCHANGE BUILDING 

General Description 

The Exchange Building is situated on the 

west side of Princess Street, as part of a group 

of buildings bounded by Elgin Avenue on the north 

and William Avenue on the south. Reflecting the 

importance of wheat and grain crops to Winnipeg 

and the city's key role as a distribution centre, 

the building was completed in 1898. ~fuen the 

Exchange moved, the fortunes of the immediate 

surrounding area began to decline. The Exchange 

Building is currently used by theatre and dance 

groups. 

The construction of the Exchange Building is 

of iwod joist and beam, combined i-li th bearing 

wall. Its east facade is late Victorian and 

eclectic; its lower two floors are of limestone, 

and its third and fourth floors are of red brick 

wi th limestone trimming. The tiW centre bays of 

the facade support a delicate cast-iron balcony 

on the third floor, and these bays are also 

crmmed on the s},-yline by a classical pediment. 

The value of this building is tied very 

closely to its adjacent properties, and the whole 

block should be considered ,-rhen renovating (see 

Appendix A). The conversion of the Exchange 

Building in isolation would be even less 

valid than would be the renovation of the 

Telegram Building. In spite of the fact that 

it appears to be in good physical condition and 

its renovation costs would thus be less, its 

present use appears very appropriate, although 

a new roof is necessary and urgent. The theatre 

group, with its carpentry and paint shops, 

rehearsal hall and. puppetry i-wrkshops, occupies 

the Imler floors, whilst the dance company has 

a studio and classrooms on the top floor. 

Renovation Proposals 

An alternative and higher use of this 

building would be to convert it into offices 

for the City of Winnipeg. This could be done at 

a cost that would reflect a rental value that 

the City could justifiably pay and be considerably 

less than new' space, and certainly less than 

typically new municipal office space. The 

distinction here is that municipal office space 

may well be of a higher standard than space 

often provided by a private developer. An 

attempt could well be made to retain the pilasters 

on the third floor. A roof courtyard, open to 

the sl-cy, and located centrally so that it ,-ras 
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overlooked by offices both to the east and west, 

would also add to the attraction of this building. 

Hmvever, such space would be subtracted from 

J~entable area, and has not been proposed in this 

instance. 

If the adjacent properties were improved in 

conjunction with the Exchange Building, then the 

front half of the ground floor or possibly the 

entire ground floor could be converted to 

commercial use (thus justifying the large windmis 

facing the street), with the remaining area for 

office accom~odation. 

Structure general 

This four-storey building consists of two 

distinct sections each approximately thirty feet 

in width formed by a continuous masonry bearing 

'JaIl extending the full length of the building. 

The floors are of 'Jood joist construction (2 inch 

x 15 inch joists at 16 incho. c.) and span about 

twenty-eight feetbet'Jeen exterior masonry bearing 

lvalls and the centre bearing ''dall. Roof structure 

is also of wood joist construction. A full 

basement is to be found under the buildinG and is 

divided by the above-mentioned masonry vrall. 

Basement 'JaIls are of limestone blocks. 
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Structure condition 

In general all floors and roof are in 

reasonably good and level condition "lith the 

exception of the North section near the interior 

of the building "There settlement of tlW columns 

has caused the floor to slope. }\ll exterior 

masonry I'Talls are in fairly Good condition. 'Phe 

parapet "I·ralls above the roof have deteriorated 

some"l·rhat "I'li th some loss of mortar'. r~'he roof 

structure has a distinct slope to'Jarcis the East 

face of the building. Four masonry vault on 

each floor are in good condition. 

All wood floor structures as 'Jell as the 

interior 'JaIl 'Jould have to be clad 

I'li th gypsum b02.rd in order to de the: fire 

rating sufficient for the proposed occup:mcy. 

The building as it pres en stands should 

have a useful life of about fifteen years acd 

with some floor and 'JaIl rs this could be 

extended to twenty-five years. 

The floors in this bui IIill s 

carry- a li"\re of seventy-five rSF on the 

main level and s PSF on the second, third ~md 

fourth levels. n -r'" nOO.!. 

a live of Ff.F as 

local building bylmTs. These floor are 

satis for office lJuj. o c C: up ~~1n c~'l 



but are not adequate for restaurant or light 

storage loading. 

Structure recommendations 

All masonry bearing walls should be pointed 

at the top to prevent the entry of moisture. 

Some floor levelling should be carried out near 

the elevators. Roof membrane and flashings should 

be repaired since thei are only in fair 

condition. 

Mechanical and Electrical Systems general 
description and condition 

T'he systems in this building are sui table 

for lovI rental office space. Existing systems 

are in fair condition and they could be expected 

to service the building vIi th its present tenants, 

for eight years. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Air conditioning -

air conditioning does not exist 

Heating system -

the existing steam radiator system, supplied 

from the City's steam plant, is in fair 

condition. This system can not provide 

good temperature control. 

Plumbing system -

the existing plumbing system is in fair to 

poor condition. 

4. 

5· 

6. 

Fire protection -

the sprinkler system and fire alarm 

system is in good condition and satisfactory 

service can be expected for fifteen years. 

Electrical system -

the wiring system is in fair condition, 

although it should be replaced in order to 

eliminate a possible fire hazard. 

Communication system -

the present telephone system is satisfactory 

only for the present tenants. 

Mechanical and Electrical Systems : renovation 
and re:91acement 

T'he recommended systems would be sui table 

for good quality office space. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Air conditioning -

a nevI central plant, located in the basement, 

could serve the entire building. This system 

would have a life expectancy of tvTenty-fi ve 

years. 

Heating system -

a nevI electric radiation heating system 

is required. 

Plumbing system -

ne"\'I plumbing pipe and fixtures are required 

for an upgraded tenant rental. 
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4. Fire protection -

sprinkler head relocation vrould be necessary 

to accommodate drop ceilings. 

5. Electrical system -

nev viring and light fixtures are required. 

6. Communication system -
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a nev telephone system is required for nev 

tenants. 
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COST ANALYSIS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

"). 

SUBSTRUCTURE 

a.) normal fotu1dations n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

b) basement. excavation 

c) special fOUJlde.tions 

S'I'RUCT1.BE 

a) lowest floor constructio,n n/a 

0) 

c) 

upper floor construct.ion 

i) floors to be 

roof construction 

i) new roof fr8llling, sheathing 
and insulation 

EXTERIOR CULDIn:lG 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

roof finish (included in 2 c i) 

',.;al1s belm; growlei floor Ida 

',./a1 Ls abovt:: gr'ound floor 

i) form :10. 0:1 try 
ii) repeir coping to '·.'l.Ll s 

iii) repoint masom'Y and siEs 
iv) sand blast all exterior' 

masonry ~~urfaces 
v) build up (:xistin[; ~loors 

i) repni rand re'c1ac., ·oir:iv.;s '''td 
paint '.wod trir:l 

!') balconies and proJections 

0) 

b) 

i) strengt!:er.ln;.: pcdimer:t or:1 
co!'nice 

pcrme.r:e:1t parti ,,1 ons and doors 

j) dc:r::olish partitions 
ii) entry lobbies on groW1d floor 

(included in partitions) 
iii partition~ 

door:, 
~~oilet partiti.ons 

rr:o'lCl:l.bJ e ·Vl.rti t':"O!1S 'C'.nd dc,ors 

i) office part.i.t:ons (tenEl.:it 
ir.:p,·o':e:nectc;) nh 

5,760.00 

10,800.00 

incl, 

2,500,00 
3,000.00 
1:,500.00 

3,000.00 

1,200.00 

1;,950.00 

:',500.00 

2,000.00 

16,L?8.00 

12,096.00 
00 

,000.00 

6. 

8. 

9. 

:LrrfERIOR FInISHES 

a) floor finishes 

i) carpee 
ii) vinyl asbestos :i112 

b) ceiling finishes 

i) suspended acoustic ceiling 

c) ',-rall fini shes 

il 

ii) 

strapping and dr:r,.;all to 
exteri or ',;8.115 

paint :'0 walls 

FI'ITIllGS JdlD EqUIpt.ffi~;r.::' 

a) fittings ll..'1d fix-;;'ures 

b) 

i) washroom accessories and 
vani ties 

equipment n/a 

SERVICES 

a) 

b) 

c) 

SITE 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

el~ctrice.l 

i) electrical system 
ii) communica"ion syseem (tenant 

cost) 

pl1.IT!J.bing and draining 

i) pl1..~.lllbing system 
ii) fire pro'tection 

heating, ventilation and ai r 
condi tioning 

i) heating s:lstem 
ii) air condi tior.ing system 

DEVELOPJ.lE1IT 

general 

services 

al terations 

demoli tion 

n/a 

n/a 

cia 

nfa 

10. OVERHEADS AlID PHOFIT 

a) 

b) 

si te overhead 

head office overhead and profit) 

11. COllTIllGENCIES 

a) 

b) 

c) 

design contingency 

escalation contingency 

post contract contingency 

rfotal Cost of Renoyation) April 1976 

n/a 

n/a 

27,38:,.00 
3,000.00 

25,920.00 

00 
00 

1; ,000. 00 

55,000.00 

6,000.00 

20,000.00 
9,000.00 

21,000.00 
62,000.00 

57,640.00 

6,082.00 

450,000.00 
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ECONOHIC Al/ALYSIS 

The following projection considers the economic feasibility of 
converting the Exchange Building to office space. 

The building covers the entire land area which measures 62 feet by 
96 feet, for a total area of 5,952 square feet. The building is four 
storeys, for a total gross area of 23,808 square feet. 

.4. PRESErlT VALUE ESTIHATE 

il >!arket approach (1) 

23,808 sq. ft.. @ $2.50 per sq. ft. 

ii) Income approach 
(2) 

23,808 sq. ft. at. an annual net rental 
of sO.hO for a cash flow of $9,523 9,523.00 

Capitalized value - 9,523 + 15% 63,487.00 

Present 'falue estim.:'.te $60,000. 00 

(.:..) Trw '.Jalue ps1' squru'e r00t uas dcr:eY"'?1:ned f1'o,';; the revieu 
0; 2. mQlocY' 0;' sales and ZiDthz(JB 0/ comparable type 
p:!'opert1:,:n; . 

(2) The annual r:et ~'(;r:cal !Jas cu'Y'(vecl 
().;~ :l m(Jnbcr' of' p~;ope2;ty mCDwgernent 
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i) Es t: )':'1-'1. te:a hard co,; t, 

Arc:;i~.cc~:s' f(~c,: (7~) 
;~cg,d (1. 5%) 

'I fflce/Incent ive:, 
'T'axes ,Jur'nu const~'uctio,! period (.5%) 
~c~sh:g f;'~; (3%) 
Tr.t.t..:rim 

and 

lca~ e-up 
including 

~,lortg'J.gt; pl£tcement. fe,; (,)/1;%) 

a. '!'cvieu 

.s!·)o,ooo.oo 

cia 
2,250.00 

13,500.00 
22,500. co 

n/a 

9,000.00 

51. ,000. 00 
3,~"[5.00 

60,OC').80 
,000.00 
,375 " 

iii) Income approach 

Revenue 

Est.imated market rent - 6.95 per sq. ft.. 
Floor efficiency - 90% 
Gross area - 23,808 

Total estimat.ed gross revenue: 

23,808 x 90% y. .$6.95 

iv) Operating expens<o:s(2) 

fuel 
'..rater 
cleaning 
elect.ri ci ty 
insurance 
wages 
air conc1itioning 
elevator 
general repairs 
"R.E. taxes 

.35 

.02 

.65 

.35 

.05 

.25 

.25 

.05 

.25 

.75 

Total $2.97 x 23,808 

ilet income $148,919 minus 70,710 

v) :"ine.ncing 

70,71.0.00 

! ... ssuming a "(5% 
could be 

a:: 12% '''') t:-: a 25-y :8.~' arnortizat.:'on 
flnr.Ufll J.eb,; SC!"fic(; 

Cost 
:·:or:.gage ,75 x 657; 375 = 
Debt ser'fic0 1.193,031 x .l218') 

vi) Hct:rrD 

:1e: i:1come 
J(:bt service 

va~;n f"low 

SlL'TIIIlf3.ry; 

Cost 
!·~ortgage 

i-:qui ty requi red 

Return on equi ~,y 

057 , ~~7,). 00 
L93,03l.00 

lGt, 31:1 ... 00 

;0. !:3% 

.~ 17,157 ,GO 



APDENDIX A 

Princess Street 

This feasibility study focusses on three 

particular buildings. These i ndi vidual structures, 

hO'frever, are but constituents of the larger 

historic core area. It is the overall genius 

loci vhich is significant, and it is this 

'spirit of the place' to vhich individual 

buildings contribute. 

The Exchange Building, for example, is part 

of a rOvr of buildings all of vhich exhibit a 

late nineteenth century individuality; yet these 

buildings by their style also relate to each 

other and gain additionally thereby. Unfortunately, 

the southernmost Henderson's Block vas demolished 

a fev years ago. Still sufficient remains 

nonetheless, for renovation to be considered for 

the vhole group of buildings, particularly in 

terms of preservation of the facade. The 

follovring illustrations (credit: Manitoba 

Archives; and M. R. Kirby and N. C. Ripley~ 

'Princess Street 1900') help make this apparent. 
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EXCHANGE BUILDING 
Princess 51 1900 



EXCHANGE BUILDING 
Princess SI 1964 



EXCHANG BUILDING 
Princess St 1975 



APPENDIX B 

Various Building Types in the Historic Core 

The three buildiniSs forming the subject of 

this study only constitute a very sma~l percentage 

of buildings in the historic core cap~'le of 

being renovated for nev uses. I\ further number 

of these buildings are shovn on the 

map. 1;i11ereas not all may be irnmediately 

suitable or i~ffiedi available for renovation, 

by their very numb2r and variety do indicate 

the scale of the 

public and private initiative in this area. 

( 1 ) 
es Key to construction c 

+ Hamilton "Sui 

o bearing 1ITall 22 

mixed construction ( e. 
Bui ) 

<> reinforced concrete frame 

x and bea:m (often \'li tl1 load
"ralls, e. C;. 

1. 
exclusive. 

tee 
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B~th,gate Biock(1882U 191 0) --..,---..,..::..;..;..:.....:.;,,...,:.:o...~c,---c--c~, /5<;,/'Y 

Cockshutt~Plow Bldg(1903)~ ____ .:-:-..:.,/"_i ..--;;...;.-----'-""-::- 'Y 

! 

RobertS,lock(1882)"",. ''';:''---~---'':''-''''::-----:-''''::--''---'----c, ,~= 'Y 

Palliin Chamber$(1899/191 0)··-,,":"',. -....,.-;;."-'-:"...,../.,:-l~'-:-'Ji-' ...,---- ~, 

Salvati6n"ArmyCitadel (1900) --~4-~~-""'::";'-""::------ 'Y 'Y '--___ ._----,-, Mitchell Block (1896) 

----'--.,..::--------'--,------- Toronto Hide Bldg (1892) 
McGregor BloSk P 892) ----'------'-'---i-"----,-- X 'Y Woods Bldg (1906) 

,;...-,...------'----,,--'--- Police Co urt( 18 83/190 7) 
-----..--;;...;...--;;...;.----'--'----:------c-:- BawU Block (1892) lauzons.Biock {1905)----
-----'---.,..::---:------'-----:---- Exchange Bldg (1898) 
-----------------Harris Block 882) Tees Bldg (1905) ..--;;...;.---'-----'----'-"---..,.

Benson~Bawlf B~dg (1 

x-------------------- Massey~""-M 885/1 

Fairchild Block (1907) -------
Campbell Wilson Bldg -------'---' x 

Finnie & 
Murray Block (1912) ~ 

.......-:-0 , x 

+ 
+----"'--..--;;...;.------ Union Bank (1904) 

, if 

Man. Gov't Tel. Bldg (1909) / 
Miller Morse Warehouse (1887) 

+/0 ----:-+----:--:-+---Confederation Bldg (1912)" 
OGt West Saddlery (191 

--- Galt Block (1887/1904) ,';' 
V/'Y _---:--:--____________ 'Y Marshall Wells Bldg (19q5) 
'7 "-... Gault Block (190.0/1903) 

Stovel Block (1883/1900)-----.,...---...,..--- )( 
Maltese Cross Bldg (1906)-----:---,· <> 
lyon Block (1883/1906)-----,----'-----:-
,Whitla Bldg (1896)-------'-----___:_
Telegram Bldg (1882)-..--;;...;.---~___:_----'----

Mcintyre Block (1898/1908)-~..--;;...;.---:------___:_---- 0 

x ---Ashdown Warehs (1896JI911) 
x Marshall Welis Bldg (1900 

x Bain Bldg (1899) 
, Dawson Richardson (1921) 

<> -~Inland Revenue Bldg t'1908) 
x---

--------Hamilton Bldg\(1916) 
o ---'------Bank of Commerce (1912) 

---Grain Exchange (1908) 

+ ...:......---------"----Elect Rly Chambers.(1913) 



APPENDIX C 

Two Recent Renovation Cost Summaries 

The following is a summarized account of 

expenses entailed in the conversion to a 

restaurant and bar of an old warehouse building 

in the historic core of Winnipeg in the latter 

half of the year 1973(1). The four-storey 

structure, built in the early years of this 

century, has three thousand square feet per floor. 

Its structural condition was good, but it had 

otherwise quite deteriorated, and was therefore 

apart from structure, completely gutted. 

plumbing 
heating and air conditioning 

(including ductwork) 
electrical (ne-vr) 
carpentry (including materials) 
furnishing and painting 

$14,200.00 

26,500.00 

13,000.00 
17,000.00 
9,000.00 

$79,700.00 

(1) escalation to 1975 add 30 per cent. 

The following is a detailed itemized account 

of expenses entailed in the installation of a 

professional (architectural) office I-Thich moved 

into a building in the historic core of Winnipeg 

in December 1975. The office occupies the third 

floor (net 5,500 square feet; gross 6,000 square 

feet) of a seven-storey early twentieth century 

Ivarehouse structure, with reinforced concrete 

frame, ,-ralls and roof. Des ign and contract 

supervision were undertaken by the office itself, 

and the account does not therefore include a sum 

for these items. 
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Office Improvements 

Rough carpentry 

Manitoba Telephones installation 

9,517.96 

455.00 

Painting: spray paint (walls, columns, 
beams, pipes, ceiling) 1,200.00 

Painting: 

Carpet: 

(painting work stations) 
estimate 
(oiling natural woods) 
(hourly charge plus paint) 

purchase 
installation 

Moving charges 

Drapery 
track, brackets, rollers 

Lighting: relamp old fixtures 
light tracks and heads 

Glazing (conference rooms) 

900.00 

2,747.87 
1,276.00 

205.00 

3,945.16 
208.57 

137.59 
795.69 

1,250.00 

Milhrork: portable drawer units 2,012.57 
including sink and hook-up 
lounge built-in unit 
under-counter fridge 200.00 

Signage: Main floor and office door 

Construction clean-up 

Plants 

De-activate vault lod: 

Hardware 

Finish carpentry: 
Work stations/shelving 

90 

250.00 

100.00 

400.00 

24.10 

181.14 

2,845.00 

$28,651.65 

Furnishings 

Reception desks and chairs 

Lounge chairs 

Hanging fabrics 

Meeting room table 

vJaste baskets and ash trays 

Chairs and coat trees 

Drawing boards 

Parallel rules 

1,250.00 

700.00 

375.00 

212.10 

103.30 

689.91+ 

405.00 

2),0.00 

Drawing board vinyl tops 330. 

Drafting stools 2111.20 

Letterhead and change of address cards 1,00.00 

Electric erasers 

Intercom 

Total 

102.06 

.78 

5,080,19 

$28,6.65 
5,080.19 

$33,731.84 
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1. Preface 

A. Constitutional Framework 

The following is a series of recommendations 

for legislative action in the protection of the 

proposed heritage area. 

Such action should till~e place at the 

municipal level rather than the federal or 

provincial level. The federal government cannot 

prevent the demolition of a structure without 

purchasing it; consequently, the protection of 

the heritage area is largely out of its juris

diction. Similarly, it cannot regulate infill 

construction. It should be noted, however, that 

only the federal government can regulate use of 

its own properties: if demolition or incompatible 

infill is foreseen on federal property, then the 

recourse is negotiation at the federal level, not 

legal action at the municipal level, (see A. C. for 

Alberta v. A. C. for Canada and Canadian Pacific 

Railway Company~ 1915 A.C. 363; King v. Lee~ 

1918 16 R.C. Ex. 427; Burrard Power v. R. 1911 

A. C. 87). 

The province can, under the Historic Sites 

and Objects Act, 1966-67 S.M. c.22 and regulations 

thereunder, protect sites from demolition. Hovever, 

the delegation of protective powers to the City of 

Vlinnipeg in 1975 and the pattern of previous 
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provincial protection both suggest that 

conservation of the proposed heritage area should 

preferably be handled at the municipal level, at 

least from the province's point of viev. 

Provincial protection can therefore be deemed a 

last resort, vhen, for a variety of reasons, 

municipal protection is inappropriate or 

impossible. 

The foregoing proposition applies both to 

protection against demolition and protection 

against incompatible infill. In the latter case, 

such protection could only be granted if the 

province were to designate the entire heritage 

area as a single historic site. Since there is 

no precedent for such provincial action in 

Manitoba, recourse to the municip~l level is all 

the more advisable. 

The one instance I-There provincial designation 

vould be most advisable would be in the case of 

governmentally ol-med buildings. In the case of 

municipally mmed buildings, such designation 

would remove a conflict of interest. In the 

case of provincially ovned buildings, such 

designation would eliminate the folloving problem. 

There is no indication that the City of Winnipeg 

can designate a provincially-mmed property as an 

historic site. 



As a general rule, municipal by-lmrs are not 

binding upon provincially-mmed property. This 

rule suffers a specific exception in section 654 

of the City of ltlinnipeg Act: all by-lmrs 

(including zoning and environmental by-laws) 

passed under Part XX of the Act are binding upon 

all persons including the Crown in Right of 

Manitoba. However, a by-law passed to designate 

an historic site does not fall under Part XX; 

therefore, it does not bind the provincial 

government. If the property is to enjoy 

protection against demolition, such protection 

must come from the provincial government. 

B. Policy Statements 

The following series of recommendations 

constitutes a set of land use controls vrhich can 

be understood by the public only within the 

context of a heritage conservation area policy: 

vri thout a clear poli cy, the recommendati ons "ri 11 

be meaningless to the public. 

It is expected, of course, that the policy 

of creating and maintaining a heritage conservation 

area will be made clear to the public and will be 

translated into various plans by government. 

Indeed, it has been argued that the policy should 

be c~nfirmed in an official District Plan for the 

area. 

Although statements of policy and careful 

governmental plans are essential, the formality 

of incorporatin~ them in a District Plan is not 

essential at this time. The City is free to 

enact such a District Plan if it chooses; but 

such a legal document is not a prerequisite for 

any of the recommendations which follO"\,r, 

2. General 

A. Introduction 

The heritage area under consideration is 

centred upon the intersection of Albert and 

McDermot Streets. The boundaries are discussed 

below. 

There are several purposes for creating a 

heritage area. One of the fundamental purposes 

is to preserve the structures which contributed 

to a total environment which is distinct. Another 

is to maintain that environment by promoting the 

construction of structures which reinforce the 

environment while opposing the construction of 

structures vrhich deter from it. 

If a heritage area is to retain its 

architectural and historic integrity, two 

objectives must be achieved: 

a) demolition of heritage buildings should 

be stopped as much as ~ossible; and 
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b) 

B. 

alterations of existing buildings and 

infill construction should be compatible 

in size and design with the existing 

heritage structure. 

Boundaries 

Any discussion of legislative change at the 

municipal level must begin vTi th a statement 

regarding the physical area to "\.Jhich this change 

shall apply. 

The area actively being considered by city 

planners is bounded by Main Street on the east, 

King Street on the "\.Jest, Notre Dame Street on the 

south and William Street on the north. This 

area will be hereafter referred to as the "city 

defined area" in deference to the city's planners 

who proposed this specific area. 

Some authorities on the area adamantly insist 

that the area considered by city planners is too 

small: that it should be expanded in all 

directions. Others insist that any expansion of 

the area is premature and, in any event, 

unnecessary for the time being since the proposed 

additions to the area are allegedly not currently 

threatened. They are also convinced that both a 

preliminary plan for the proposed additions and 

an energetic public relations campaign (similar 

to the one vraged for the currently proposed area) 
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vrould be required before any thought can be 

given to adding these areas to the heritage area. 

It should nevertheless be noted that the 

area under consideration by city planners is 

substantially smaller than the successful herita~e co 

areas in Montreal, Quebec City and the majority 

of well-knmm heritage areas in North America. 

Conservationists in Winnipeg have looked forward 

to the eventual creation of a heritage area which 

vrould spread at least another tvro or three blocks 

to the "\fest, south to Portage, another tuo or 

three blocks north, and east to the Red River. 

This will hereafter be referred to as the "greater 

heritage area". 

There is no immediate reason vhy authorities 

and conservationists cannot agree to create a 

large protected area to be phased in over a 

number of stages. Eventually, this might include 

all of the greater heritage area. The first 

stage vould obviously be the city-defined area 

bounded by Notre Dame, Main, VJilliam and King; 

this area is ready to be phased in immediately. 

It vould then be possible in the next phase to 

add the area east of Main Street to the Red River 

betveen Lombard Avenue and Market Avenue. One 

can plan a third phase addition of the area north 

of Hilliam Avenue to Alexander Avenue betveen 



Princess and King Streets. A fourth phase can 

call for addition of the area betveen Hilliam 

and Notre Dame extending from King Street to 

Hargrave Street. 

If, as mentioned above, an energetic public 

relations campaign (including a study similar 

to the Historic Winnipeg Restoration Study) is 

a prerequisite to any extension of the heritage 

area beyond the city-defined area, then such 

vork should begin immediately as a prelude to 

these future phases. 

C. Other Characteristics 

Under the status quo, the Greater Winnipeg 

Development Plan makes little mention of the 

proposed heritage area. The area is included in 

"Urban Reneval Area No.2", but the consequences 

of this designation are unclear since virtually 

all the federal programs relating to "urban 

reneval" have been superseded. 

Part of the area is zoned CM, and another 

is zoned M2, as per the annexed map. Part of 

the area therefore is zoned exclusively for 

commercial use, I,rhereas the rest may also be 

put to residential use. Generally the permissible 

floor area ratio is 10. There is no district 

plan for the area. 

3. Controlling Demolition 

A. The Mechanism 

There is one municipal mechanism to control 

demolition directly. That is provided by sub

sections (c) to (f) of section 483 of the City of 

01innipeg Act, S.M. 1971 c .105 particularly as 

amended by S.M. 1975 c.50, s.ll. The city may 

list structures "of special architectural or 

historic interest"; thereafter, their "alteration 

repair, demolition, removal or occupancy" may be 

regulated or prohibited, or permitted according 

to such conditions as the council may choose. 

Unlike most by-lavrs, the council's decision 

does not appear appealable to a higher authority, 

nor is Ministerial approval required unless 

subsidies are sought under section 115.1 by 

request to Cabinet. 

B. Focmat 

i) General 

TIro by-lavr formats are possible for 

designating protected sites. The first 

vould have the City Council consider each 

proposed designation vithout going through 

the preliminaries of establishing an advisory 

board or drafting a preliminary inventory. 

The City could, for example, draft a 

by-lavr ,'rheceby the bui studied vere 

all immediately listed undec section t,83( c). 
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The other format for a by-law under 

section 483(c) would provide for the 

establishment of an advisory board. The 

by-lmr itself would not specify who would 

si t on the board; it vlOuld simply state 

how the appointments vlOuld be made, as ,·rell 

as the terms of reference and organization 

of the board. 

ii) The Advisory Board 

The by-laloJ would refer to the list 

which is mentioned in section 483(c). 

Buildings shall be placed on the list by 

the council; there may, however, be a 

provision within the by-law stating that 

the Council shall consider the opinion of 

the advisory board. It is most unlikely 

that any council vlOuld, by by-law, bind 

itself always to follow such advice; it 

is also unlikely that the council could 

legally bind itself to do so. The advice 

of the advisory board ,·rill therefore be in 

probably the same position as the opinion 

of any other citizen: it may be accepted 

or rejected at Council's discretion. 

Unless the by-law specifically states 

that the Council shall not designate a 

structure until it is recornmended by the 
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advisory board, nothing prohibits the 

Council from designating structures even 

before board members have discussed the 

question or even before they have been 

appointed. On the other hand, if the 

Council were obliged to await the board's 

recoIT@endation on every proposed designation, 

any delays in convening the board could 

result in dangerous delays for municipal 

action. It is consequently preferable to 

avoid such an obligation in the by-lmT. 

iii ) Criteria 

Section 483 states thi.t the Council 

may establish cTiteria for de;:'ining sites 

of historical or architectural interest. 

Although this section imposes no duty upon 

Conncil to do so, it \olould be preferable 

to include some guidelines in order to 

avoid vexatious litigation. 

iv) An Inventory 

It vlOuld appear that some municipal 

officials had expected a preliminary inventory 

to be drafted before any actual listing began. 

Some persons assume that the listing process 

is meant to protect the very best examples 

of heritage structures, and argue that 

listing can begin vrhen l the heri 



structures have been evaluated and compared. 

Otherwise, it is allegedly impossible to 

assess ,vhether a given building is unique. 

This argument can lead to lli~due delays 

in the listing process. If the Swedes had 

waited for their inventory to be complete, 

they \'Tould still be unable to begin listing, 

despite the fact that the inventory began 

three hRndred and ten years ago. 

The notion that a preliminary inventory 

must precede any listing under section 483(e) 

presupposes that only unique buildings should 

be listed. This presupposition forgets that 

the primary value of a building in a heritage 

area is its capacity to harmonize with the 

streetscape. Its architectural or historic 

"uniqueness" is almost irrelevant. 

Furthermore, a meritorious building 

should be deemed meritorious in its mm 

right: if it possesses a certain minimum 

of architectural or historic merit, it 

should not be deemed to lose that merit 

simply because an older or more beautiful 

building is discovered elsewhere. 

The conclusion is simple: although 

an inventory is a very valuable academic 

tool, its completion should not be con

sidered essential for listing to begin. 

v) Extent of Application 

Hhich buildings should be listed? 

There are a number of well-documented and 

meritorious structures not only inside the 

city-defined area, but also outside that 

area and within the greater heritage area. 

If these structures are sufficiently well 

documented, there is no reason vhy they 

cannot be listed immediately, even if they 

are not vithin the city-defined area. This 

would be a useful first step in phasing in 

protection for other parts of the greater 

heritage area. 

vi) Cabinet Approval 

There is no obligation on the part of 

the City, unlike the case of other by-lavTs, 

to submit the by-lmv for the approval of a 

higher authority such as the Minister of 

Urban Affairs. Nevertheless , it is advisable 

to submit the listing for prior approval of 

Cabinet when financial aid is desired. 

Due to some unfortunate phrasing in 

section 115.1 of the City of Hinnipeg Act, 

buildings become eligible for provincial 

grants only if Cabinet approval is given 

"prior to the building being listed on 

the buildings conservation list". This 

suggests that if the City makes the mistake 
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of listing a structure prior to Cabinet 

approval, it cannot subseQuently reQuest a 

grant unless it "unlists" the building and 

starts over. 

Controlling Infill 

There are hro primary means whereby a 

municipality can control infill: bulk and height 

controls and height controls and design controls. 

A. Bulk and Height Controls 

There is currently no consensus upon the 

advisability and format of bulk and height 

controls. 

Bulk and height controls are found in almost 

all heritage areas for two reasons. First, and 

most directly, the bulk of a building has a 

definite impact upon its environment: an oversize 

building will appear incompatible with its 

environment regardless of its architectural style. 

Second, a restrictive bulk and height by-law can 

indirectly discourage unwanted redevelopment. 

On the other hand, the problem is complicated 

by the discrepancies in building sizes among 

existing structures. A ten-storey structure 

might look Quite acceptable next to the old Royal 

Bank Building at Main and William; only a fe"YT 

feet away, at the corner of Main and McDermot, a 
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similar building "Yrould ruin the harmoney of the 

McDermot Street streetscape. 

In several American jurisdisctions, a ne"YT 

kind of height control has been developed. It is 

both precise and flexible. The permitted height 

of a building is expressed as a percentage (e.g. 

120 per cent) of the average height of buildings 

on the block or of the buildings fronting upon 

the street. Although the result is a different 

permissible height on each block, this l<:ind of 

control is not, strictly speaking, spot zoning 

because it is of general application throughout 

the area. 

It is apparent, however, that further 

discussion must take place before agreement can 

be reached concerning acceptable height and bulk 

controls. This topic is therefore recommended 

for further study. 

B. Design By-Laws 

i) General 

Aside from the customary power to regulate 

bulk and height by zoning by-law, the City 

is also empowered to regulate and control 

"the architectural and other details of 

buildings, except residences, to be built 

or remodelled in certain specified districts 

as created by by-la"YT, and for regulating 



and controlling such details in respect of 

apartment blocks to be built or remodelled 

in any part of the city, and to appoint a 

board, to the approval of which any such 

buildings and the plans and design thereof 

shall conform". See section 598 (1) (0). 

ii) Board 

Even if a design control board is 

created, design guidelines must nevertheless 

be defined with sufficient clarity. If the 

permitted architectural styles are not 

clearly understandable, the by-1m, may be 

quashed (re Mississauga Golf and Country 

Club, 1963 2 o.R.625). 

Although the creation of such a board 

is not absolutely obligatory in the enact

ment of design controls, it is highly 

advisable; otherwise, any disputes over 

design will result in litigation before 

the courts rather than a hearing before the 

board. 

iii ) Criteria 

It is unlikely, however, that total 

discretion can be conferred upon the board. 

Although the wording of the section is not 

as clear as one may desire, it is probable 

that some basic design parameters must 

still be defined by Council. 

As stated previously, those parameters 

must be vTorded so as to be comprehensible to 

any architect. The expressions "Victorian" 

or "Edwardian" architecture are probably too 

vague; "Romanesque Revival" would probably 

be acceptable; but the more specific 

recommendations become, the less they are 

subject to judicial attack on the ground of 

vagueness. For the purpose of providing an 

extreme example of precision, copy of a 

proposed by-law in Dallas, Texas, is annexed 

hereto. Naturally, facade building materials 

can be specified in this kind of by-lmT. 

iv) Residential Use 

Unfortunately, the section concerning 

design controls is worded such that any 

design controls on apartments must be city

wide in application in order to be valid. 

In order to apply special design provisions 

to apartment buildings vTi thin the heritage 

area only, it would first be necessary to 

make apartments a conditional use. This 

would require an amendment to the current 

CM use zoning in certain parts of the 

heritage area. 

It should be made clear to the public 
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however, that the purpose is certainly not 

to discourage a residential component in the 

area. 

C. Signs 

Regulation of signs is an essential element 

of the maintenance of a heritage area, since any 

outdoor advertising has a significant impact upon 

the appearance of an area. 

Regulation of signs is referred to in the 

City of Winnipeg Act twice: at section 598(1) 

(m) and at section 513(1). 

The City is entitled to delegate its powers 

in this respect according to section 509(1). 

Consequently, the same comments can be made 

concerning regulation of signs as those made 

concerning design controls. It may be added that 

there is no immediate reason "l-rhy the "officer" 

mentioned in section 509(1) cannot be a member 

of the design board. 

5. Interim Development Control 

By virtue of section 607, the City can refuse 

applications for building permits pending the 

enactment of a relevant land use control. This 

provision, by virtue of section 607(3), applies 

to both plans and zoning by-laws. This pmrer 

should be exercised to prevent incompatible 
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infill construction pending the enactment of 

the foregoing recommendations. 

Aerial photo on page 103 by Earl 





6. APPENDIX 

Downtown Historic Dist~ict of Dallas, Texas 

A proposal to designate a portion of the west end 
of downtown Dallas as an historic district 

Preservation Criteria 

The following preservation criteria are 

necessary to preserve the unique historic and 

architectural character of the area. 

1. Colour -

All colours within the district shall comply 

with regulations as they apply to the colour's 

use and as they relate to the Munsell Colour 

System rating of hue, value and chroma. 

2. Facade materials -

Predominant facade material shall be fired 

brick. Trim elements that are lintels, sills, 

jambs, cornices, pilasters and free standing 

columns, string courses, quoins, rustication, 

plinths and exposed structural framework shall be 

either brick, cast stone, stone, or concrete. 

Only tlvo-way glass may be used in the windows. 

No reflective or spandrel glass ,<rill be allowed. 

Renovations of, or additions to buildings already 

in existence as of the effective date of this 

ordinance may continue the use of their 

predominant building materials. 
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3. Facade opening/wall ratio -

The allOlvable facade opening/wall ratio 

for new construction and renovation shall not be 

greater than 50/50 (50 per cent openings to 

50 per cent opaque materials) or less than 30/10 

(30 per cent openings to 10 per cent opaque 

materials) . 

4. Distribution of facade openings -

Facade openings shall be distributed in 

such a manner that there are both vertical and 

horizontal repetition of the facade openings. 

5. Window setback -

A minimum windovr setback of six (6) inches 

is required as measured from the vertical plane 

created by the predominant building material. 

6. Exceptions -

Preservation criteria 3, 4 and 5 apply only 

to those facades that face on public rights of 

way or onto permanent open space. Facades 

along interior lot lines that may eventually 

become party walls do not have to meet these 

requirements. 

This 1-3 an extract from the complete bylOJJ). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Historical and Architectural Values 

1. There are many buildings in the area of 

major significance for national, regional, 

provincial, or local history. The percentage of 

buildings in the area of high to moderate 

significance is large because the area was the 

locale of the first major cow~ercial and ~ivic 

buildings in Winnipeg. 

2. There are many buildings in the area of 

major value and architecturally significant in 

the history of nation, region, province, or 

locality. Buildings from the period 1881 to 1918 

representing various types of commercial, 

industrial, and office functions are numerous. 

Several important public buildings from the same 

period remain standing. 

3. The boundaries of the conservation area 

should include four sub-areas: 

Albert Street: it is bounded by Main Street 

and King Street beb.;-een idilliam Avenue and Notre 

Dame Avenue with Portage Avenue on the south. 

Albert Street acts as a central spine to the area 

immediately northvlest of Portage and Main and 

could be a major pedestrian I·ray betvreen Notre 

Dame and IvlcDermot. 
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East of Main Street: it is bo'.mded by Maj.n 

Street on the west, and the Red River on the 

east, bet,.;-een Lombard Avenue and Market Avenue. 

This area contains many large warehouses 

fine rOVl of recently renovated cornmercial 

buildings along McDermot Avenue. It has the 

special advantage that three streets terl-ylinate 

a 

toward the river and thus have the te:cn~ 

potential of river frontage (if rail relocation 

occurs). 

North Princess Street: it is bounded Alexander 

on the north and 11illiam on the south beb·reen 

Princess and Streets. This area includes 

some of the finest commercial buildings from the 

1880 l s and 90 l s along the west side of Princess. 

Its proximity to the Cjvic Centre 'doulc1 

reuse of many of these structures as office space 

for civic-related purposes. 

South Princess Street: it ::s bounded Hilliam 

Avenue on the north and Notre Dame on the south 

and runs between King Street and Street. 

This area could continue to serve as a 

industrial and cormnercjal zone ding needed 

and service functions to the Albert 

Street area. It 1,'lQu.ld act as a buffer zone. 



4. The value of the area as one with special 

physical amenity is due to the following factors: 

a. a rich variety of buildings' details and 

patterns is tied together by a continuity of 

materials and similar building masses. 

b. the area is compact and sheltered in its 

streetscape in contrast to the wide open spaces 

of Portage Avenue and Main Street. 

c. there is a collection of buildings from one 

period of time (roughly 1880-1918) that provide as 

an ensemble an area of special character similar 

to that which is ~rovided by Yorkville in Toronto 

or Gastown in Vancouver, or Old Town in Montreal. 

Winnipeg's area has a special character due to its 

major buildings being warehouses from a period in 

which the style was dominated by the Chicago 

School followers of architects H. H. Richardson 

and Louis Sullivan. 

5. One of the major lessons of the history of 

buildings in the area is that about one half of 

the buildings had major additions or alterations. 

Many of the warehouses had additional storeys 

added as the business prospered. Together these 

adaptions provide valuable examples of the 

difficulties and the successful achievement of 

continuity of new with old. 
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Feasibili ty 

The grmrth of Winnipeg! s office and retail 

development over the last century has been steady 

but unspectacular and has been generally consistent 

wi th population grm-rth. 

The first major office buildings constructed 

related to the present City Hall location. 

Subsequent development continued in a southerly 

direction and for the next fifty years it was 

centred on Portage and Main. Meamrhile, the 

thrust of retail development moved from JVIain Street 

to Portage Avenue, principally in the Hudson Bay 

Reserve area. The peak in office space construction 

occurred in the first two decades of the twentieth 

century and coincided vri th l,hnnipeg! s rapid 

economic and population grm-rth. It contracted in 

the twenties and l-ras reduced to zero during the 

depression. In the forties, construction again 

began moderately and grevr strongly through the 

fifties, sixties and seventies. 

There is a definite correlation between the 

expansion of office space and population growth. 

The two have remained fairly consistent since the 

turn of the century, reflecting a requirement of 

approximately fifteen square feet per capita I·ri th 

an acceptable vacancy rate. In comparison I-ri th 

the Toronto and Vancouver centres, the amount of 
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office space per capita is greater in these 

cities and their vacancy rates are correspondingly 

higher. It might be concluded therefore that 

large metropolitan areas require fifteen square 

feet per capita. 

The p::ssent absorption rate in the 

Winnipeg market area is approximately 5,000 

square feet, suggest a net population increase 

of close to 18,000. Over the next year, 

Winnipeg will experience office space construction 

considerably in excess of its normal absorption 

which I-rill cause a firming up of ces and a 

high vacancy rate in newer buildings. This 

should not, however, deter owners of well located 

attractive, older buildings from maintaining and 

upgrading their premises. In a study recently 

undertaken of twenty-one such buildings con

taining approximately two million square feet, 

it Ims found that approximately seventy per cent 

of this space has been improved to some degree 

over the past few years. This reflects a very 

favourable occupancy rate on the improved premises 

and a deteriorating occupancy rate on those 

premises not so improved. 

Nev office premises coming on to the market 

are going to require rentals that viII surpass 

ten dollars a square foot. It is believed that 



there will be some considerable reluctance by 

many users of this new rental level, suggesting 

that the focus may well be on well-located, 

attractive and renovated older buildings. It 

would also suggest that t1.e once economically 

justified rationale of ~eplacing these structures 

with newer buildings is no longer valid. 

It ,{QuId appear today that there is a greater 

tenant acceptance of renovated older buildings, 

not only from the standpoint of econOI~, but 

also in recognition of their architectural 

character. This circumstance is reflected both 

locally and nationally "ri th respect to retail and 

commercial premises, and the argument for 

preserving historic buildings thus becomes 

stronger. 

Hamilton Building 

This steel frame multi-storey office 

building can be successfully renovated to continue 

that use and include a first class restaurant at 

ground floor level. The mezzanine ,{Quld become 

a part of the restaurant and the basement could 

house an associated tavern. 

Costs of renovating the building to these 

uses ,{QuId not be beyond :9otential revenue-making 

capacity of the building because its :9hysical 

condition is quite good and because it is readily 

adaptable ivithout major alteration to uses 

befitting its location on a major business 

street. 

Improvements costing $672,000 could be 

expected to yield an annual return of $135,000 

(net) for a return on equity of 11.1 per cent. 

Telegram Building 

This post and beam buildinG vould require 

extensive renovation for any function other 

than its current sales and varehouse use. Only 

if the "rhole surroQY1ding area vere to be 

rejuventated vould there be justification for 

remodelling it and improving it as an office 

building. 

Its structural condition is fair, but 

mechanical and electrical systems are poor. 

Its triangular shape reduces the :9roportion of 

rentable to core space. 

Improvements costing $462,000 iwuld yield 

a net income of $46,000. 

Exchange Building 

This vood joist and beam and bearing "raIl 

building could be successfully renovated as 

office space, especially if undertaken as an 

extension of city hall functions one block mTay. 

Any renovation should probably be tied in 
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very closely ,·Ti th rejuventation of the \-Thole 

block, in \'Thich the Exchange Building is physically 

and visually an integral part. Structure and 

mechanical systems of the building itself are 

generally fair. 

Improvements costing $450,000 could be 

expected to yield an annual return of $78,000 

(net) for a return on equity of 10.43 per cent. 

N. B. The car/talized rate for the three 

buildings differs because of: the risk involved 

in investment~ locat,:on~ physical condition~ 

mortgageability and potential of long-term 

income stremn. In the case of the Telegram and 

Exchanue Buildings a higher rate of returYI 

(] 5 per cent) than the Ho..rm lton Bui lding (]2.5 

per cent) would be required due to all the above 

factors favouring the Hami lton Bui lding. 
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Enactment 

The Approximate Chronological Order of 
Implementation 

1. The drafting of design control by-

Imrs should be announced as soon as possible. 

2. As soon as the drafting is announced, 

interim development control should be 

exercised to promote the purposes outlined 

herein. 

iations should be Qi1dertaLen 

irrnne di at with provincial officials to 

assure that Cabinet approval \·rill speedily 

be given to municipal listing of heritage 

under section 483(c). Preliminary 

approval should be given as soon as possible. 

4. A by-len·r establishing procedure and 

general parameters for list lli1der section 

483(c) should be draf~ed, proposed by the 

ci-fic administration and given first reading 

as soon as possible, and thereafter proceed 

"-h h subsequent stages of adoption \<lith ,,_ roug _ 

all due dispatch. 

5. As soon as procedure for listing is 

established, heritage sites approved by 

Cabinet should be listed. It is not 

necessary to wait for a further inventory. 

It is not technically necessary to avait 

all the appointments to the adv'sory board 

in order for the City to list the ~roperties. 

Meritorious sites should be listed, whether 

they are vithin or outside the city-defined 

area. 
, 
o. The next phase in integrat more of 

the greater heritage area into the ected 

area should be undertaken immediately. An 

illustrated text comparable to the Historic 

Winnipeg Restoration should be produced 

as soon as possible for the areas immediat 

adjacent to the ci area. As soon 

as this text is , an :Lc 

promotional should be undertaLen 

to nersuade local proprietors of the value 

of having their areas added to the city

defined protected area by 8lnendinr; the 

boundaries defined in the district , and 

the various sign and des 

mentioned below~ 

by-lmrs 

7. _b-_ sign by-la-vr should be drafted, 

proposed by the civic administration, given 

first reading as soon as possible, and nroceed 

vith all due dispatch. 

8. \·There currently permitted, residential 

use vithin the city-defined area should be 

made a conditional use; a by-lm·r to that 
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effect should be drafted, proposed and 

proceed through the stages of adoption "l>li th 

all due dispatch. It should be made clear 

that the purpose is not truly to discourage 

a residential component "l>li thin the area. 

9. A design control by-Ia"l>l should proceed 

through the various stages of adoption with 

all due dispatch. 

10. Further study should be given to the 

question of bulk and height controls vithin 

the proposed heritage area. 
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